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ABSTRACT 

Concurrent with the resurgence of interest in femi-

nism over the past twenty years has been a reconsideration 

of the portrayal of ~'TOmen in literature and an attempt to 

define a self-con2ciously feminist aesthetic. The first 

chapter of this thesis attempts to provide an over-view of 

the theoretical questions being raiseJ by feminists aboLlt 

literature. The three subsequent chapters re-examine the 

search for self-'identity in George Eliot's Middlemarch and 

D.H. Lawrence's The Rairibow and Women in Love in the light 

of feminist critiques of the novels. 
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'The common pursuit of true judgement': that 
is how the critic sho~ld see his business, and 
what it should be for hi~. His perceptions 
and judgem~nts are his, or they are nothing; 
but, w·hether or not he h.as consciously addressed 
himself to co-operative labour, they are inevi
tably collaborative. Collaboration may take the 
form of disagreement, and one is grateful to the 
critic whom one has found worth disagreeing with. 

- F.R. Leavis 
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I tool\: my power in my h.and 
And went against the world 
IT~\f8s not so much as David had 
But I 1;'laS twice as bold--
I aimed my pebble-- but myself 
Was all the one that fell 
Was it Goliath "'laS too large 
Or was myself too small? 

Emily Dickenson 
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Chapter One 

The recent revival of feminism, in the wake of the 

cultural revolution of the 1960's, has surpassed the fa-

miliar call for equal rights and legal reforms and has 

moved purposefully into the cultural realm. This has re-

sulted in the attempt to create a self-consciously feminist 

approach to literature. Such an approach encourages the 

reader and critic to develop a new awareness of the treat-

ment of 't'lOmen in literature and of the way in which scho-

lars have responded to this treatment. 

It 1vas not until 1928 tha t Virginia Woolf produced 

\'[hat we might consider to be the first attempt at feminist 

criticism. In A Room of One's Own she embarked upon a 

discussion of the problems which may face a woman writer. 

At this time, however, there was no widespread established 

consciousness of the oppression of women which could provide 

a context for the feminist perspective. As a result, the 

full significance of Woolf's work went unrecognised. The 

contemporary situation offers a striking contrast. Femi-

nists are endeavouring to correct what they consider to be 

the sexist conditioning that has restricted their lives. 

The co-editors of ['he New vloman's Survival Sourceboof<::. put 

the case thus: 

... the most profound aspect of our op
pression has been the exclusion of fe
male experience as an element in sha-

1 
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ping our culture. As we strive to dis- . 
cover and assert ourselves we are lear
ning that the perceptions of reality, the 
modes of consciousness, the political and 
aesthetic values that have been represen
ted to us as "universal" are, in fact, 
very one-sided expressions of human ex
perience-- male experience, to be blunt. l 

The contention is that, to date, our culture has evolved 

almost exclusively according to the dictates of men. 

It is in this context that feminist criticism has 

begun to emerge, as part of an attempt to open up subject 

areas that have hitherto been considered from a male, or at 

least non-feminist, perspective. 

Historians, sociologists, philosophers, anthropolo-

gists, as well as literary critics, are investigating the 

specific role women have within each discipline. The ex-

pansion in education over the past one hundred years has 

led to an increase in the number of women attending colleges 

of education or universities. Many universities and col-

leges, particularly in the United states, have introduced 

courses in Homen's studies. 2 The outcome of these ChAJ13eS 

and developments is that those w'omen who are interested in 

their roles and position in society have the educational 

background to analyse, theorise about and interpret women's 

experience in society. The first concrete move to'\>Jards 

establishing a forum for feminist critics was the inaugu-

ration of the Modern Language Association's Commission on 

the sta tus of ltlomen in 1970. Since then nelV' organisa tions 

such as Women's C3UCUS for the Modern Languages, The Con-
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temporary Cultural Studies Women's Studies Group, and the 

International Institute of Women's Studies have been formed. 

At the same time, feminist puqlications have increased in 

number, with the appearance of Women's Studies Quarterly, 

Room of One's Own, Female Studies, Aphra and Women's 

Studies Newsletter. 

On the whole, feminist literary criticism and scho-

larship have been empirical and have given rise to little 

thepry and abstraction. Arlyn Diamond and Lee Edwards de-

clare that: 

By asking new questions, providing new 
contexts, scrutinising new material, we 
hope to provide a criticiBm; that will be 
fresh~ accurate, compelling and sugges
tive. 

It is true that theoretical eclecticism, empiricism and in-

dividualism may offer advanta8es in being flexible, creative 

. and open to new ideas, b(lt there is also a negative effect. 

The absence of an established, comprehensive critical method 

reduces the validity of feminist criticism in the eyes of 

the academics. They declare that feminist criticism is a 

partisan approach. Feminists consider this reaction to be 

a manifestation of sexist bias and fear. Lee Edwards and 

Arlyn Diamond note that: 

The suspicion that feminist criticism is 
parochial and negative is rooted in a 
misplaced fear that those writers we pro
fess to admire will somehm'l be diminished 
if we look too closely at what they are 
really saying about women-- or men, or ao
ciety, or the relationships among them. 
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They go on to claim that the essays they present in their 

anthology "demonstrate the contrary is true, that Chaucer, 

Shakespeare, Defoe, Richardson, and Melville are finally 

more and not less humane than we have perhaps been willing 

to think them. 1I4 Indeed, it may ~'1ell be questioned ""hether 

any critical approach has any "firm basisll. P'. Hobsbauin d-e~ 

clares: 

All existing theories of art are falla
cious. It is impossible to suggest a 
Subjectivist theory which does' not 
bring in the concept of a shared satis
faction and so imply some general stan
dard: Equally, it is impossible to sug
gest an Absolutist theory which is tru
lyobjective: the 'standard' neces
sarily. is one envisaged by an individual 
sensibility. 5 

Since the late 1960's there has been a considerable 

production of books concerned with women in literature. 

These works represent a variety of approaches, not neces-

sarily feminist. Certain ones, such as Elizabeth Hardwick's 

Seduction and Betrayal and Patricia Beer's Reader, I Mar-

ried Him, are feminist only in the sense that they examine 

female works and characters, while Vineta Colby's book, 

Yesterday's Woman, offers a study of domestic realism in the 

nineteenth century. Other critics direct their attention 

to a greater range of material in an attempt to trace socio-

logical or psychological facts about 1<lOmen and 1'10men writers. 

Such is the approach adopted by Elaine Shm'lalter in A Li-

tera ture of Their Own and ,Tenni Calder in Women and Mar-

riage in Victorian Fiction. Indeed, the critical perspec-
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tives range almost as broadly as the theoretical positions 

of different feminists. Given such theoretical eclecticism, 

how might we define feminist literary criticism? Evidently, 

in attempting to come to terms with it we cannot avoid be-

coming involved with fundamental questions such as: What is 

literature? What is the function of criticism and what 

purpose does it serve? vJha.t is the relationship between 

art and society? Such questions have, of course, been the 

subject of literary debate for years and will continue to 

be so. In her introduction to Critics of Consciousness: 

The Existential Structures of Literature, Sarah La~Tall 

notes: 

We are trained to look upon each work as an 
object to be studied and appreciated for it
self. Moreover, ,,,e are trained in certain 
analytical methods that are object~ve, easy. 
to use, and invariably productive. 

Such an approach to criticism has its roots in the critical 

theory expounded by Matthew Arnold, who advocated that the 

critic should: 

... try and approach the truth on one side 
after another, not to strive or cry, nor 
persict in pressing for\"ard on anyone side, 
with violence and self-will-- it is only 
thus, it seems to me, that mortals may hope 
to gain any vision of the mysterious goddess 
whom we shall never see except in outline, 
but only thus even in outline. 7 

It would evidently be a difficult task to reconcile the de-

mand for objective criticism, where the critic remains 

IIdisinterested" and outside the \vork he is analysing, ,'lith 

the approach of feminist criticism, which is often avowedly 
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subjective and polemical. Certain critics of 1tlOmen writers 

or of women in literature have attempted to remain objec

tive in the traditional manner, and are careful not to ap

proach the question of vlOmen's achievement or position in 

society. Vineta Colby, for example, is noticeably uncriti

cal of the society tha t made ""omen v'Tri ters resort to eccen

triCity in order to survive. 8 

The feminis t criticism \'lhich began to appeat in the 

1970's moved away from an objective approach and became ex

pl"icit,ly "feminist" in its stance. Much of this criticism 

is written t'lith a consciousness which reflects involvement 

in one of the various groups of the current Women's Move

ment. This fact, of course, raises questions about the 

function criticism is serving and the motives for writing 

it. 

Numerou.s attempts have been made to define the aim 

and methodology of feminist criticism. Susan Kopplemann

Cornillon's Images of Women in Fiction: Feminist Perspec

tives (1972) ,..,as the first collection of essays by feminist 

critics to appear. It becomes clear, however, on studying 

these articles and essays, that the critical debate over the 

concerns, function and approach of feminist criticism of 

literary texts has but begun. 

It is possible to broadly categorise the different 

approaches advocated by feminist critics. The earliest 

trend, and thus the most clearly developed, is criticism 

~'lhich focuses upon the roles assigned to women in fiction. 
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This approach is consequent upon the discoveries made by 

women in consciousness-raising groups in the late 1960's. 

Feminis ts began to claim tha t vromen are conditioned to hold 

a certain image of themselves by the society in which they 

live. The result of this, they declare, is that women un-

consciously adopt the male way of seeing things: 

Everyday on T.V. and in newspapers, in 
magazines and at the cinema, in the street 
and the underground, we see and hear many 
similar verbal and visual images of women. 
Usually we take them for granted. They are 
part of our lives. They appear natural. 
They appear inert not just because we are 
accustomed to the various media and do not 
see their processes of production, but be
cause those are the images we are sOxialised 
into categorising women in terras of.~ 

Literature and the media are seen as powerful forces in 

shaping women's ideas of themselves through the images pre-

sented. Hence, women began to analyse literature and the 

media in order to expose what they considered to be the 

distorted, limited, unfulfilling roles women are frequently 

assigned. Such an approach to t~ criticism of literature 

is in itself a form of consciousness-raising, considered 

educative and imperative if women are to avoid falling into 

the roles society has prepared for them. Mary Ellman's 

book Thinkin~~bout Women finds an intricate, mythological 

pattern of stereotyping in the works of American writers. 

She advances the thesis that literature commonly attributes 

certain characteristics to \'lomen which she labels "formless-

ness", "passivity") "instability" .. "confinement", 
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"ma teriali ty", "spiri tuali ty II, "irra tionali ty", "compliancy II 

and "incorrigibility ".lO In h.er paper "Sexist Images of 

Women in Literature ", Mary Anne Ferguson conunents that 

these paradoxical characteristics: 

o.~reflect an age old ambivalence about 
women; they are damned if they do and 
damned if they don It. Throughout ~'les
tern literature these and other charac
teristics connected with them-- talka
tiveness, nagging, deceitfulness, petti
ness, lust-- have been clustered around 
characters taken by readers to reflect 
reality. These stereotypes also create 
reality by serving as models of what 
real women should become ... One common 
aspect of almost all the stereotypes is 
that women are seen primarily in their 
relationships to men, to such an extent

l that these relationships define women. 1 

Angered, then, by the sexism which they believe to have per-

mea ted every area of culture, particularly literature, femi-

nists aim to expose the humiliating roles that they claim 

have been assigned to women in literature and life. 

Having identified feminine stereotypes in literature, 

the next step for the feminist critic has been to attempt to 

account for the proliferation of such images. In her book 

Sexual Politics, Ka.te Millett sets out to discuss the poli

tical use of literary stereotypes and to describe their ef-

fects on female consciousness. In the course of her study 

she identifies the "de-humanised" examples of \'lOmanhood in 

the novels of Henry Miller and Norman Mailer as an indica-

tion of antifemale attitudes underlying the relationship 

between the sexes. Cynthia Griffin Wolff contends that fe-
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male stereotypes are "conveniences to the resolution of 

masculine dilemmas. II She suggests that the proliferation 

of female characters in literature is ultimately deluding~ 

because they never appear as they are or as they would de

fine themselves: 

••. characterisations of women are domi
nated by what one might call ttr male 
voice. The definitions of woman's most 
serious problems and the proposed solu
tions to these problems are really, 
though often covertly, tailored to meet 12 
the needs of fundamentally male problems. 

A second type of critical approach which feminists 

have adopted is the reconsideration of criticism of the 

past. Feminists feel justified in contesting scholarly ob

jectivity. Arlyn Diamond and Lee Edwards, put the case th\J;s: 

The anger that our critics feel finds in 
their essays its proper target: not the 
literature itself but the misconceptions 
of past critics, the received evaluations 
about literature which, rooted in bias, 
have for too long passed for disinterested 
impartiality. Thus many essays begin ne
cessarily, by clearing aJiTaY false visions 
befor~ they can articulate what is truly 
new. 

During the nineteenth century the works of women 

~'lTi ters \'lere view'ed at bes t condescendingly. Carol Ohmann's 

study of the reception of Wuthering Heights demonstrates 

this. The book received great critical acclaim under its 

masculine pseudonym. Once the author's identity 1'1aS re-

vealed, however, the criticism became derogatory. In her 

paper liThe Anti-Feminist Bias in Traditional criticism",15 

Katherine M. Rogers notes that bias, though perhaps of a 
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different kind, has not disappeared in the twentieth century. 

She indicates several forms of bias-- including an imper-

viousness to the feminist awareness, a refusal to recognise 

it, and open irritation on the part of some critics that 

women are now finding a voice in literary criticism. A 

critic of Joseph Andrews is quoted as saying that Lady 

Booby shows "female irrationality II, but the same critic 

does not characterise Parson Trulliber's similar irration-

ality as masculine. Rogers concludes that antifeminist 

bias in present day criticism is still widespread. 

The allegedly biased critical treatment of female 

writers and female characters is termed IIphallic criticism ll
, 

liThe Ovarian Theory of Literature ll
, and liThe Biological 

putdown ll
•
16 Mary Ellmann claims that phallic criticism 

trea ts books by ~vomen " •. • as though they themselves were 

women, and criticism embarks at its happiest, upon an in

tellectual measurj.ng of busts and hips. 1117 Kimberly Snow 

responds thLls: 

The Biological Put-down, in which women 
characters and authors are seen only in 
biol08ical terms, is a perennial favou
rite in criticism. For example, one 
critic divides Faulkner's women into cows 
and bitches and another relates the poems 
of Emily Dick0nson to her menstrual cy~ 
cles. Male cilaracters and authors, how
ever, are not reduced to their biological 
functions or characteristics. No one 
divides Faulkner's men into studs or gel
dings, nor do they relate Carlyle's work 
to his indigestion'l~lthou~h the evidence 
is certainly there. 
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Feminists also tend to reject psychoanalytical 

theory based on Freud's theory of sexual biology. Freudian 

theory asserts that woman has no choice; her emotional de-

velopment is determined by biological assets apportioned to 

the sexes at birth, and both men and women move with little 

choice through a series of 'phases'. Feminists believe that 

Freud IS theory produces an over-all view of the female as 

weak and inferior to the male, and as such represents a de-

fense of the status quo-- patriarchal society. Germaine 

Greer declares, r~reud is the father of psychoanalysis. It 

had no mother. 1119 She goes on to say tha t this has resulted 

in a double standard: behaviour which is considered normal 

and deSirable for men is thought ta be neurotic or even 

psychotic in women. Phyllis Chesler in Women and Madness 

states that the normal womanJ as often defined by psycholo

gists, is content with passivity and limited authenticity.20 

The longing for material success, competitiveness, and ag-

gressiveilless are considered to be masculine characteristics 

and are discouraged in women. 

The political and philosophical aspects of Freudian 

rgychoanalysis have been analysed by Simone de Beauvoir, 

Shulamith Firestone, and Betty Friedan. 2l Along with Kate 

Millett, they appear to believe that: 

As rega rds the sexua 1 revolution I s goa 1 of 
liberatin~ female hunanity from its tra
ditional subordination, the Freudian posi
tion came to be pressed into the service of 
a strongly counter-revolutionary attitude. 
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Although the most unfortunate effects of 
vulgar Freudianism far exceed the inten
tions of Freud himself, its anti-feminism 
was n~t without foundation in Freud's own 
work. 2 

One of the few feminists to defend Freud is Juliet Mitchell. 

In Psychoanalysis and Feminism she suggesw that it is 

"pas t-Freudian empiricism II ra ther thn Freud's original 

theories that denigrates \'TOmen. She maintains th'3.t ''Freud 

partook of the social mores and ideology of his time whilst 

he deve loped a sc ience tha t could overth.row them." Freu-

dian theory, she declares, "is not a recommenda tion for a 

patriarchal society, but an analysis of one. ,,23 To sum-

marise, according to most feminist critics, phallic criti-

cism and psychoanalytical criticism, adopt traditional as-

sumptions about femininity as the norm from which to assess 

female \1Titers and characters. The conclusions which are 

drawn as a result are often dissatisfying. Antony Burgess 

declares that he cannot bear to read ,Jane Austen because 

she is too feminine, yet he is c~itical of George Eliot for 

achieving a successful umale impersonation" and Ivy Compton-
2L~ 

Burnett for writing "sexless" literatu.re-- obviously 

tl:ds is a case of \-IOmen be ing "dnmned if they do and damned 

if they don't".25 

In her work La Deuxieme Sexe~ Simone de Beauvoir 

attempts to redress misj.nterpretations of HE female nature. 

She opposes biological, psychological and economic defini-

tions of women; 
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One is not born, but rather becomes a 
woman. No biological, psychological, 
or economic fate determines the figure 
that the hUman female presents in so
ciety; it is civilisation as a whole 
that produces this creature, interme
diate between male and eunuch, which 
is described as feminine. 26 

Tll.e forma tive influence in civilisation is considered by 

feminis ts to be unequi voca lly male. Virgini·a vloolf notes 

tha tit is the "masculine values which prevaiL •• And these 

values are inevitably transferred from life to fiction": 

This is an important book, the critic 
assumes, because it deals with ~1ar. 
Tnis is an insignificant book because 
it deals ~'lith the feelings of women 
in a drawing room. A scene in a bat
tle field is more important than a 
scene in a shop-- everywhere and much 
more.subt~~ the difference of value 
perslsts. -r 

To sum up feminist feeling: 'Women are generally the 'bther~' 

and feminist criticism is, as Marcia Landy puts it: 

... one among several critiques of litera
ture and criticism \'1hich have at their 
core the inclusion of views of oppressed 
groups, that probe the mythology about 
women and other minority groups perpetu
ated in the stereotypes and attitudes 
which are a mirror of prevailing2eanta
sies and conscious social norms. 

We have summari::;ed, then, the prime complaints that feminists 

level agains t litera ture and criticism. 1;{here do we go from 

here? Do we need to move on from an attempt to dispose of 

sexist bias in criticism? Does the school of New Criticism 

not provide a basis for unbiased criticism? Feminists 

claim that it does not. Lilian Robinson, Elise Vogel and 
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Fraya Katz-stoker all condemn New Criticism and its attempt 

to deny any relationship between art and the material, poli

tical world. 29 Robinson and Vogel argue for a critical 

perspective which is aware that all works of art contain, 

either implicitly or explicitly, an ideology or assumption 

about men and women in society involving notions of class 

and economics. These t~10 critics are what we might refer 

to as marxist-feminists in that they adapt the literary 

theories of such critics as Lukacs and Lucien Goldmann to 

fit their perspective on sexism and capitalism. In their 

article "Modernism and Historyll~Othey claim that attitudes 

to women in bourgeois litera ture reflect ruling c-iass ideo-

logy, as do attitudes to the working class and to blacks. 

Given the diversity of the critical approaches out-

lined so far, we can only deduce that feminist criticism 

is still in an early stage of evolution. For the moment it 

is important to recognise that our sense of what feminist 

literar:{ criticism is has been influenced not onl;y by large 

and tentative theoretical statements by such critics as 

Annette Kolodney, Annis Pratt and Lillian Robinson, but al-

so by those critics who have not waited for questions of 

theory to be resolved and who have gone about analysing 

works from 1"lhat they believe to be a feminist standpoint. 

~here is evidently a need to investigate further, to clarify 

and to focus. I now propose to consider some of the feminist 

criticism which has appeared on two authors of different 
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periods and different sexes, in order to determine in what 

ways it enhances or distorts our perception of tre author's 

achievement. By doing so VOle may arrive at a clearer percep-

tion of the useful or useless directions into which feminist 

literary criticism may lead us. 

Since the publication of Kate Millett's Sexual 

Politics in 1970, the novel has been the focus of much femi-

nist criticism. For the majority of feminist critics, rea-

ding a novel appears to be a disturbing experience. Con-

fused by her inclination to enjoy the novel on the one hand 

and by her newly-raised consciousness on the other, the 

feminist critic frequently reacts by rejecting the novel~l 

What are the feminist criticrs expectations of a 

novel? I suggested earlier that a ftequent activity of the 

feminist critic has been to draw attention to the feminine 

stereotypes to be found in fiction. The fully human, they 

argue, is identified with the male, while the female is 

seen mythically, allegorically, symholically, but never 

realistically, as a fully-rounded, complex human being. 

vDh.ether she be denigrated or idealised, \'loman I s meaning is 

fixed in relation to the more fully developed male charac-

terse This is, of course, a serious charge against the no-

vel, which has so often been judged, appropriately or not, 

by its realism: 

The majority of readers in the last two 
hundred years have found in the novel 
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the literary _,form which mos t clearly sa tis
fies their wishes for ~lose correspondence 
between life and art. 3 

If 't'le consider the accusation in relation to certain women 

characters portrayed by Dickens-- the idealistic l'lOman (Ag

nes), the childish, superficial woman (Dora)~- we must admit 

that there is some truth in the charge. It may be argued 

that one can easily find such stereotypes among male charac-

ters. Feminis ts aclmm'lledge this, but believe tha t masculine 

stereotypes are not analogous to the stereot~pes of women. 

Cynthia Griffin Wolff insists that: 

Hhereas the chru.\acterisation of women is 
distorted to meet masculine needs and the 
feminine stereotype becomes a useful jus
tification for male behavior of one sort 
or another, the stereotypes of men do not 
serve this flillction for women .•. men may 
appear stereotyp~cally in literature, but 
when they do, the stereotype is usually a 
fantasied solution to an essentially mas
culine problem. The 3~premacy of the male 
remains unchallenged. 

Whatever conclusion we come to about stereotypes, the ques-

tion is raised as to whether we should look to literature 

to proVide models. Feminist critics call for a literature 

which provides better models for women-- a literature that 

"Till show women who are ac ti ve ra ther than docile, aggres-

sive and ambitious rather than retiring and submissive, as 

successful in forging their way through the \'lorld as heroes 

are, 34 ra ther thaiO content to be c.hosen by successful men. 

They desire to see other alternatives open to Nomen than the 

extreme poles of courtship, marriage, and children or dis-
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grace, suffering and death. The relationship of myths, 

stereotypes and fictions to reality is not simple. However 

subtle and true feminist criticism may be in discerning the 

disparity between female stereotypes and real female experi-

ence, its des ire for more admirable or more libera ted \"mmen 

in literature often betrays it into asserting or implying 

tha t female stereotypes have been designed to suppress ~'lo-.;.. 

men. 35 It is imperative to remember, however, that reality 

is one·of the raw materials out of 1'lhich myth, stereotypes, 

and fictions are created. The novel does not show us merely 

what "\<fe ought to be; it does that, but if this is all that 

it achieves then. it becomes polemic, fantasy or utopia. It 

is my contention that many feminist literary critics risk 

sacrificing literature to polemic because they are often 

blind to the subtle shades and tones with which literature 

is coloured. 

The most familiar example of how literature can be 

distorted for the sake of feminine polemic is Kate Millett's 

reading of George Eliot, D.H. Lawrence, Norman Mailer and 

Henry l-1iller. In The Prlsoner of Sex. Norman Mailer ac--_._-,. 

cuses Millett of wrenching the text to suit her case, of 

omitting qualifying phrases, liftin~ quotations and scenes 

out of context and even once of misquoting in order to un

derline a political point. 36 Indeed, angered by vvha t she 

perceives, Millett does not allow for any distinction be-

tween the novelist and the protagonist, between the vision 
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of life expounded by the novel's central character and the 

vision of life implicit in the novel as a whole. This is 

surely dangerous ground, for, as D.H. Lawrence says in his 

essay "The Novel": 

So, if a character in a novel wants two wives 
or three or thirty: well, that is true of 
that man, at that time, in that circumstance. 
It may be true of other men, else\'lhere and 
elsewhen •. But to infer that all men at all 
times want'two, three or thirty wives; or 
that the novelist h.imself is ~~vocating 
polygamy; is just imbecility. 

I would suggest, and hope to illustrate, that few feminist 

critics take this into account, nor do they make any clear 

distinction between fictional formula and historical or so-

cial truth. They also uniformly resist making any judgment 

about literature on the basis of style or structure; they 

insist on social and political effects. But the opinion 

that literature tacitly endorses what it portrays cannot be 

easily dismissed. Cynthia Griffin vJolff notes a danger here: 

The final irony is, of course, that Nature 
often imitates art. When a society gives 
its sanction, even its praise~ to stereo
typed images of \\fomanhood, the women vIho 
live in that society form their self
images accordingly. A stereotype may be
come, by a sort of perversity, an image 
of reality tgat even women seek to per
perpetuate.3 

The function of the artist, according to the feminist cri-

tic, is to see beyond the norn, to show the rare and pre-

cious possibilities of breaking out of the stereotype. In 

demanding such qualities in a novel, do not feminist critics 

risk pllttine; the novel into similar shackles as those placed 
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on the eighteenth century novel, which was created for a 

readership \vhich insisted less on reality than on an ideal 

of behavior?39 By George Eliot's time the novel had reached 

a stage where it no longer had to apologise for mirroring 

the world. Certain feminist critics risk distorting at-

tempts at realism in their call for aspiring, successful 

female characters. The insistence that literature show 

woman as more than a bride, wife and mother cannot be rigid

ly applied to novels written when most women were brides, 

wives, or mothers, if the criterion underlying the novel is 

realism. 

Two novelists who have particularly been the sub-

ject of negative feminist criticism are George Eliot and D.H. 

Lawrence. George Eliot disappoints many feminist critics 

because they believe that she does not adequately support 

the feminist cause,40 while D,H. Lawrence has been inc rea-

singly subject to the charge of being the archetypal male 

chauvinist. Simone de Beauvoir declares, "Lawrence believes 

passiona tely in tre supremacy of the male." In her vie,v 

Lawrence's novels celebrate the "male as supreme and cast 

the female as alien and subordinate. ,,41 Feminists appear 

to find their expectant feminism disappointed by George 

Eliot's Middlemarch and by Lawrence's novels, The R3inbow 

and Women in Love. This is surely surprising, given that 

the novels are concerned "lith a \voman character seeking 

fulfil.ment. Eliot 
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the feminis t cause, and "Iha t more could a libera tionis t want 

than a positive treatment of IIwoman becoming individual, 

self-responsible, taking her own initiative"42 which is the 

avowed theme of The Rainbow? The principal problem is raised, 

however, by the endings of Middlemarch and The Rainbow. 

Critics, and not only feminist ones,43 claim that the con-

clusions of the novels are dissatisfying since they are not 

prepared for by what has gone before. Feminists are parti-

cularly indignant about Dorothea's marriage to Ladislaw, 

and they find it no easier to accept the visionary endi~g 

of The Rainbow and Ursula's final contented surrender to a 

"vaster power", and her readiness to "hail" the man it might 

send to her. Lawrence's sequel to Th.e Rainbow, Women in 

Love, is criticised even more stringently by feminist critics, 

many of wh.om consider the novel to be Lawrence's most hos-

tile attack on women. 

Th.e purpose of my discussion will be to consider 

whether there is any justification for th.e discontent with 

Middlemarch~ The Rainbow and Women in Love, voiced by femi-

nist critics. I propose to consider the attitudes towards 

"wmen "Thich appear to emerge from the text; to compare these 

attitudes with the findings of feminist critics~ and to show, 

at the same time, that the endings of Middlemarch and The 

Rainbow are fi tting conclusions to the ''forks. My aim \'fill 

be to examine the structure, characterisat1on, narrative 

technique, themes, language, imagery, and social milieu of 
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the novels, in more detail than most feminj.s ts care to;,_ and 

to move towards a reappraisal of th.e protagonis ts" search for 

self-identity. 



9hapter Two 

The nineteenth century is an obviously attractive 

period for feminist investigation, for it was the period 

that produced the great British \'lOmen novelists-- Jane Aus

ten, tt:e Brontes, Mrs. Gaskell and George Eliot -- and 

coined such terms as "the new woman" and the "woman ques

tion". The Victorian attitude towards woman has been at-

tacked by many feminist crttics. Simone de Beauvoir accuses 

Victorian England of having "isolated woman in the homel/ l , 

while Kate Millett has criticised the Victorian idealisation 

of marriage as "candy-coated sexual politics".2 Numerous 

studies have focused upon the degree to which fact and fic

tion conformed to the nineteenth century expectations of 

women. In general, the conclusion arrived at in such studies 

has been that the novels of the nineteenth century portray 

woman1s role and society's expectations of her with fidelity 

and historical accuracy. I would suggest that this is par

ticularly true of Middlemarch, a fact frequently overlooked 

or understated by feminist cr.itics. Before attempting to 

assess whether feminist discontent with Middlemarch is jus

tified, it is therefore instructive to consider the position 

of women in the society at the time George Eliot was writing. 

Prior to and at the beginning of the nineteenth cen-

tury the ideRl had been the "perfect 1lfife". The "perfect 

22 
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""ife II vms an active participant in the family, her prime 

duty being to bear children. In the lower classes she VTaS 

expected to provide indirect economic support through the 

care of her children, cooking and the making of clothes. The 

ideal to which this model gave way had, in contrast, little 

connection with any functional or responsible role in society~

the IIperfect lady ll.3 This ideal was most fully developed in 

the upper-middle class. Before marriage a girl was brought 

up to be innocent and sexu8'lly ignorant. The predominant 

ideology of the age maintained that women had little sexual 

feeling at all, although family affections and the desire 

for motherh.ood viere inna te. Morally the young lady was left 

untested and kept under a watchful eye at home. Once married 

the perfect lady did not work; she had servants. Her 

status was entirely dependent upon the economic position of 

her father and then of her husband: 

form the perfect lady combined total sexual innocence, con

spiciolJ.s cons'umption and the worship of the famlly hearth. 114 

Throuchout the Victorian period the model of the 

IIIlerfect lady" as an ideal of f'2mininlty I'faS tenacious and 

all :gervasive, in spite of its distance frolYt the objective 

situations of countless women. The cornerstone of society 

was) of course, the fs.mily. '!.'he lady I s only f!.l.nc tions \lIere 

J:!a rri''lce ~ proc rea tien or ornament. He r educR tion was d~-

s1:.::;ne(l t:; hrinR: out her nat:]r::!l sLlbmi~sion to 8lJ.thority ilnd 

her innate ":1aterns.l instincts. Yo'me; ladies Nere train'?d 
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to have no opinions, lest they seem to be too formed or too 

definite for a young man's taste, thereby making themselves 

an unmarketable commodity. Wanda Frauken Noff describes 

the young lady's prepara tion for ma'rriage thus: 

To get ready for the marriage market a girl 
was trained like a race-horse. Her educa
tion consisted of showy accomplishments de
signed to ensnare the young men. The three 
R's of this deadly equipment were music, 
drawing, and French,administered by a 
governess at home ••. or, by\mistresses in 
an inferior boarding sbhool. Miss Pinker
ton's academy described in Vanity Fair was 
probably typical of the more ambitious 
girls I school. 5 

The school to which Wanda Frauken Noff refers aimed to pro-

duce pupils who embodied the following ideals: 

In music, in dancing, in orthography, in 
every variety of embroidery and needle
work,she will be found to have realised 
her friends' fondest wishes. In geography 
there is still much to be desired; and a 
careful and undeviating use of the black
board for four hours daily during the next 
three years, is recommended as necessary 
to the acquirement of that dignified de
portment and carriage, so reguisite for 
every young lady of fashion. 

In 1872 a magazine writer lamented 

... the hopeless inadequacy of most of the 
ladies' schools where only accomplishments 
to increase a girl's attractions before 
marriage are taught; at present it is almost 
a misfortune for women to have aspirations 
and culture higher than the ordinary level; 
most WOIDen have not yet arrived at the point 
of realising their ignorance and subservi
ency, and many are merely gilt drawing-rooID 
ornamen ts . ( 

The popular ideal of women is perhaps best revealed in Dr. 

Gregory's Legacy toNy Daughters (1774), which was acclaimed 
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with such enthusiasm that it was reprinted at intervals 
8 

throughout the next hundred years. Dr. Gregory's admoni-

tions have been summarised as enjoining upon women the vir-

tues of long-suffering, humility, modesty, chastity and the 

necessity to suppress an~ evidence of wit} good sense and 

learning. 9 With regard to intelligence Dr. Gregory warns: 

Wit is the most dangerous talent you possess. 
It must be guarded with great discretion and 
good nature, otherwise it will create you 
many enemies ••• Be even cautious in displaying 
your good sense. It will be thought you as
sume a superiority over the rest of the com
pany. But if you happen to have any learning, 
keep it a profound secret; especially from the 
men, who generally look with a jealous and 
malignant eye on a woman oflereat parts, and a 
cultivated understanding ... 

To summarisi~, women were educated to believe that they \'lere, 

on the one hand, morally superior to men in their lack of 

sexual drive, and, on the other hand, inferior because of 

their weaker natures. The chaste woman was seen as exerting 

an all-pervasive moral influence within the home. The wo-

man who disturbed this family circle, be she prostitute, 

adultress or divorcee, threatened society's very fabric. 

Those who did not live up to the expected standard were 

usually sufficiently conditioned to feel pangs of guilt, if 

not the ove~:whelming remorse of Little Emily. 

How then might a Victorian lady break away from the 

model of the "perfect lady"? In fact the IJperfect ladylJ 

gave vmy to the IJperfect woman lJ or the IJ ne1'f wornnn lJ , who 

wot~ed, sought education and fought for legal and political 
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rights. She was the product of social and economic changes, 

and in part the result of the courageous efforts of indi-

vidual women \'Tho suffered social ostracism for their beliefs. 

One of the most famous of such women was Mary VTollstonecraft, 

who rejected the nineteenth century call for female igno-

rance and innocence, virtue and mindless submission: 

Into what inconsistencies do men fall when 
they argue without the compass of prin
ciples. ~'lomen, weak vl}'Omen, are compared 
with angels; yet, a superior order of beings 
should be supposed to possess more intellect 
than man; or in what does their superiority 
consist? In the same strain, to drop the 
sneer, th.ey are allowed to possess more 
goodness of heart, piety and benevolence. 
I doubt the fact ... unless ignorance be 
allowed to be the mother of devotion; for 
I am firmly persuaded that, on average, the 
proportion between virtue and knowledge is 
more upon a par than is commonly granted. 1l 

However, her voice was really lost amid prevailing doctrines, 

and one must be careful not to overstress the influence of 

her writings. After the troubles in France, with the cries 

for rights ending in bloodshed and tyranny, few English 

people wished to engage in controversy over a book entitled 

A Vindication of the Rights of Women. The majority of peo-

ple tended to support Queen Victoria in her declaration: 

We are anxious to enlist everyone who can 
speak or write to join in checking this 
mad, i .. !icked folly of "Women! s Rights II \,li th 
all its attendant horrors, on which the 
poor feeble sex is bent, forgetting ever~ 
sense of womanly feeling and propriety. 

The stereotyped viel'T of ~'lomen is reflec ted in li tera-

ture. In Frail Vessels, Hazel Mews correlates the fact that 
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~'fOmen novelis ts of any re~> nown firs t appeared during the 

years of the revolutionary disturban~es at the beginning of 

the nineteenth century. She comments that: 

... It seems at least probable that the up
heaval in the old ways of thought in the 
minds of women should provide some release 
of pOi'ler for works of tte imagination, the 
response of the women writers matching the 
dynamic of the tI3nsitional changes that 
confronted them. 

Raymond Williams asserts that in the nineteenth century the 

work of 1'lOmen writers was invaluable in keeping alive the 

move towards rights for women. However, though this may be 

true, it is important to recognise that this did not open up 

the way for a feminine tradition in novel wTiting; for the 

mode of society was still overtly masculine and any female 

production had necessarily to conform to the requirements of 

this society. Male publishers, critics and editors had to 

be catered to. We assume that this is the reason why Eliot 

chose to adopt a male pseudonym. M. Springer suggests that 

Eliot upheld the values of masculine society: 

Even the leading feminine intellects of the 
day, George Eliot and Harriet Martineau, to 
name two, refused to support the drive for 
suffrage, some even preferring to believe 
what science, literature and tradition told 
them: ~.,omen l'lere 'lesser men', 'blinder mo
tions bound~d in a shallower brain' as"Ten
nyson says in Locksley Hall. Lacking in 
education, deniea expe~nce, the sheltered 
woman came to fear an alternative freedom, 
and kept the circular effects of repression 
in motion. When any author or politician 
dared to tamner with the locks on her own 
cell, she often responded with a protective 
fit of morality, giving us further proof 
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that the women themselves were true be
lievers, effectively helping to keep tt;l. 
myth and the reality closely alligned. l + 

George Eliot has frequently been accused of avoiding the 

1I1>'loman question ll
• Kate! Millett declares: 

George Eliot lived the revolution •.• but 
she did not write of it. She is stuck 
with the Ruskinian service ethic and the 
pervasive Victorian fantasy of the good 
woman who goes down to Samaria and rescues 
the fallen man-- nurse, guide, mother, ad~ 
junct of the race. 15 

Indeed, George Eliot did tend to distance herself from any 

overt commitment to the question of liberation for Ttlomen 

which was coming to the fore in the eighteen-sixties. Her 

relationship with George Henry Lewes, a married man, perhaps 

the most famous free union of the period, 1>'laS emblematic of 

the emergence of a new radicalism. In the light of this, 

feminists were puzzled as to why she did not give herself 

wholeheartedly to the woman's cause. In a letter to Sarah 

Hennel she even seems to question the wisdom of giving wo-

men the vote. She l.oJ'rote to Sarah Hennel to scold her "for 

undertaking to canvass on the woman's suffrage question". 

She asked; "Why should you burthen yourself in that way, for 

16 an extremely doubtful good?" In general she seems to have 

been happy to leave the political front to those with decided 

political opinions, though her guarded opinion of the femi-

nist cause is clear. She ",rote: " ... I am inclined to hope 

for much good from the serious presentation of women's 

claims before Parliament li (Letters~ IV, 366). 
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It is in her novels that Eliot gives dramatic vali-

dity to her conception of the role of woman in society. It 

seems surprising, therefore, that George Eliot has found 

few friends amongst feminist critics, particularly since 

her novels The Millon the Floss, Middlemarch,_ and Daniel 

Deronda are all concerned with heroines striving for the 

fullest realisation of their potential. 

A survey of criticism on Middlemarch from its first 

appearance to the present day reveals that though the femi-

nist theme in the novel has been noted, its importance has 

generally been overlooked or discounted. An early reviewer 

who did recognise the importance of the theme was R.H. Hut-

ton, Hho declared tha;t Middlemarch was fla pictorial indict-

ment of modern society for the crippling conditions it im-

poses on men and Homen, especially women of high enthusi-

asm. fl17 In general, however, feH revievfers noted any. femi-

nist theme in Middlemarch. Frederick Napier Broome wrote 

that "a certain school may think that Dorothea's story in-

valves some special impeachment of the female lot II and com-

mented: 

We do not think this is at all intended, 
and if it be intended it is certainly 
not justified. George Eliot gives us a 
noble portrait and an affecting history 
of a vroman :'lho nearly spoilt her life by 
attempting to rise above her opportunities, 
but her f"!.11ure and mistakes are not dlw to 
the fact of her being a wOP.l8.n J but are 
simply those VJ9~ch belonG to the COl1Unon lot 
of hUElan 1.1.f(>. ~,. 

Broome ~oes on to state that Dorothea does not, in fact. 
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represent a female charBcter at all. He considers her to be 

a masculine type, since "unsatisfied ambitions are mascu- -

line rather than feminine il1sll. Later critics, such as 

IJeavis, accuse Eliot of "unqualified identification"19 with 

her heroine. Indeed, certain of Eliot's heroines do speak 

of the humilia tions of women ",Ii th a bitterness 1-1hich it is 

tempting to assume is derived directly from Eliot's ovm ex-

perience: 

You are not a vloman. You may try-- but 
you can never imagine what it is to have 
a man's force of genius in you, and yet 
to suffer the slavery of treing a girl. 
To have a pattern cut-out-- ••. that is 
what you must be; this is what you are 
wanted for; a woman's heart must be of 
such a size and no larger, else it must 
be pressed small, like Chinese feet; her 
happiness is t028e made as cakes are, by 
a fixed recipe. 

v.lri ting in 1974, John Halperin diagnoses Dorothea's case in 

a v.Jay that feminists vlOuld surely interpret as displaying 

male bias: IIWhat she [Dorothea") really needs as an object of 

devotion is a genuine husband and a family". This is "her 

discovery of her ovm nature and her real needs as a woman 

and a wife II. He goes on to compare Dorothea with Amelia 

Sedley, and to call George Eliot IIno feminist".21 Recent 

feminist critics have made the following responses to Mid-

dlemarch. Anthea Zemen, in a recent publication, offers 

perhaps the most unfavourable criticism to date of the 

novel: 

• •• -="-·le are asked t() belie-ve itl ti1e inrptJr-
tance a~rt nobility of a girl who seldom 
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succeeds in doing anything of the remotest 
practical use; whose physical and social my-
opia means that she sees nothing ih the 
world as others see it; who is naturally 
beautiful; almost totally uneducated; has 
uninteres ting vRorries a bou t es ta blished re-_ 
ligion; entertains a school-girl dream of 
helping a great scholar with his work; mar
ries the wretch; helps by her mere presence 
to fret him into an early grave _; and then, 
as a finale, succumbs to the natural desires 
of youth and persuades the best looking, 
most impernicious, young man in the book to 
marry her, with the noble and generous offer 
that 'I will learn what everything costs'. 
Her uninspiring history is mixed together 
with a reasonably workman-like study of coun
try-town SOCiety, none of whose members 
George Eliot is particularly fond of, and all 
of whom she patronises-- naturally enough, as 
she was an egregious intellectual snob, and 

would have hated a simple life in the country. 
It is an outrageous book. George Eliot's 
flatterers maintained that Dorothea was the 
image of her author; she would have been clo
ser to that image if George Eliot had given 
her more brain and less beaut~2 George Eliot 
was a remarkably plain woman. 

Obviously this represents an extreme and uncritical account 

of Mlddlemarch; it is a slap-dash, broadslde attack on the 

novel which is frequently referred to as Eliot's finest 

work. It does, however, raise certain points which other 

feminist critics have attended to, particularly in the final 

phrases of the quotation. The prime objection levelled by 

many feminists is that George Eliot did not allow Dorothea 

Brooke to do what George Eliot did in real life: translate, 

publish, refuse to marry until middle age, live an indepen-

dent existence as a spinster, and finally live openly with 

a man whom she could not marry. Lee Edw"ards has perhaps ex-

9ressed the feminist ~rttics' resentment most articulately 
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in her essay "Women, Energy and Middlemarch fl. She considers 

the ending to be a "cop-out". Alluding to critics who ob-

ject to Will Ladislaw as a fitting choice for Dorothea, she 

says: 

The objection is not that Dorothea should 
have married Will but that she should have 
married anybody at all, that she should 
ultimately be denied the opportunity given 
to TNill to find her own pa ths and forge 
her energies into some new mold ... We 
could perhaps have had this vision if the 
author had held the m'irror to reflect not 
only the world both she and Dorothea knew 
and left behind but also that one she 
forced into existence when she stopped be
ing Mary Ann Evans and became George Eliot 
instead. In Middlemarch, however, George 
Eliot refuses this option and accepts a 
safety not entirely celebrated but rather 
tinged ~~th resignation, ambivalently re
garded. 

Edwards' verdict is that Eliot saw Dorothea's energies as 

"hostile to the community she loves" for: 

Middlemarch and its environs are a closed 
world whose survival depends on the con
tinuing life of values cherished by the 
author. Her fid~lity to these values, 
however, prevents George Eliot from arri
ving at a radical solution-- or, indeed, 
any solution-- to the pro~!ems of female 
energy the book proposes. 

The conclusion Edwards arrives at is that she must reject 

the novel on the grounds of Eliot's self-betrayal. 

Kate Millett dism1sses George El10t more briefly 

than does Edwards. She is angry lvith Eliot on grounds simi-

lar to those of Edwards: 

Dorothea's predicament in Middlemarch 1s an 
eloquent plea that a rine mind be allowed 
an occupat1on~ but 1t zoes no further than 
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a petition. She married Will Ladislaw and 
can expect no more of life than the dis
covery bf a good companion who she can 
serve as secretary. 25 

The main source of the indignation expTessed by feminist 

critics about Middlemarch is Eliot's failure to bestow upon 

Dorothea the freedom she herself achieved. We might argue, 

however, that Eliot did not allow Dorothea to do what she 

herself had done, not because she cherished the values of 

.Middlemarch, as Lee Edwards sugges ts, but because she was a 

genius and Dorothea was not. "Miss Brooke II fis any girl of 

unusual aspiration Tlfho must fit that aspiration into the 

structures that already exist, and "this petty medium of 

Middlemarch" is such a s truc ture. Surely, George Eliot's 

descriptive adjective indicates a critical judgement rather 

than a love of Middlemarch? \<Jhile Eliot might defy Middle-

march and pay for it with rejection by family and social ex-

ile, hundreds of girls did not have the talent or the courage 

to move out of the medit~. Dorothea is surely such a girl. 

She is not the idealised figure of unmitigated self-identi-

fication Leavis suggests, nor is Middlemarch intended to ~e 

the feminist tract many feminist critics seem to demand. It 

is not a didactic work in which the heroine's frustrations 

are attributed solely to society; rather, the heroine has 

certain faults which contribute to her frustration. I pro-

pose that ultimately we should read Middlemarch in the light 

of Eliot's own balanced view that some frustrations are im-

Dosed by society, while some failures are the result of in-
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dividual flav{S: 

First Gent. Our deeds are fetters that we 
forge ourselves. 

Second Gent. Ay, truly: But I think it i~6the 
world that brings the iron. 

In chapter one of this study it vTaS suggested that 

feminist critics call for a literature that portrays woman 

as successful in forging ahead in the IIman,s world ll • From 

the criticism put fonTard by Lee Edwards and Kate Millett it 

is evident that this is the history they wish to find enun-

ciated in Middlemarch. Their expectant feminism is disappoin-

ted, however, and leads to their rejection of the novel; for 

in their attempt to impose a perspective on the novel they 

overlook the intended dir:ection and ultimate meaning of the 

Hork. Eliot points to her aim in the IIPrelude li to Middle-

march: 

Many Tleresas have been born Who found for 
themselves no epic life wherein there was 
a constant unfolding of far-resonant ac
tion; perhaps only a life of mistakes, the 
offspring of a certain spiritual grandeur 
ill-matched with the meanness of oppor
tunity ... Here and there is born a Saint 
Theresa, foundress of nothing, whose loving 
heart-beats and sobs after an unattained 
goodness tremble off and are dispersed 
among hindrances, instead of centering in 
some long-recognisable deed. (tIl, pp. 3-L~) 

Here we have Eliot's clearest statement of her fidelity to 

the actual and her intention to fulfil her dLtty 88 a novelist 

and lI~ive a f3.ithful account of men and things ·'3.S they have 

mirrored themse 1 ves in m}.' minrl 11.27 

In the first edition of MiddlemarGll, 1871-2, this 
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theme is taken up again in the IIFinale", \'lhere Dorothea IS 

mistakes are attributed to a society which "smiled on pro-

positions of marriage from a sickly man to a girl less than 

h 1 f h · II R' 28. t d t h t h t a_ 1S OI'ln age. eV1ewers p01n e au -' O"V-lever, a 

Middlemarch did not smile; certainly Celia, Mrs. Cadwallader, 

Sir James Chettam and Mr. Brooke did not. Eliot took note 

and changed the paragraph. Specific criticism of social 

pressure towards marriage and of poor education gave \'laY to 

a general complaint against lithe conditions of an imperfect 

social state II which makes no mention of women. Barbara 

Hardy would most probably find this change appropriate, as 

she suggests that the integration of Eliot's earlier project, 

"Miss Brooke II, l'li th Lydga te ISS tory affects our response to 

Dorotheals situation: 

Any suggestion of a feminjst response is con
trolled and extended by the complex plot, 
which puts Dorothea in her place as an exam
ple less of a feminine problem than of the 
frustrations of the human condition. 29 

Similarly, Donald Stone declares that "Eliot's theme is not 

so much the deprivations of women as it is the everyday 

tragedies of the human condition. 1I30 I '\'lould suggest that 

Hardy and Stone are correct in discerning the theme of Mid-

dlemarch to be the frustrations of tre h1..unan condition. At 

the same time, I believe that feminists need not ~e disap-

pointed if they are willing to recognise that Eliot's work 

attempts to embrace a wider perspective than the purely 

feminist one which critics such as Zrl\'lards seek to impose 
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and sympathetic to the situation of 't'Tomen, if they divert 

their focus from the conclusion of the novel and concentrate 

instead upon the comments E'liot makes about the "woman ques

tion" through characterisation, authorial commentary and 

implicitly in the outcome of events. It will thus be ap-

parent that though critics such as stone and Hardy are jus-

tified in interpreting the novel as a study of the "every

day tragedies of the human condition", they do, in stressing 

this, underestimate the importance of the feminist elements 

of the nove 1. 

The situation of the woman is frequently referred to 

in Middlemarch. In fact, in the early part of the novel, 

when we are forming our opinion of Dorothea, narrative com-

mentary acts as a kind of refrain, as if to ensure that the 

message is not missed by readers. This also serves to draw 

attention to the larger principles of value behind apparent-

ly mundane events. In the following passage the narrator 

focuses upon three themes which are of major importance in 

a consideration of the status of women in nineteenth century 

life and fiction: 

... if there were one level of feminine 
incompetence as strlct as the ability to 
count three and no more. the social lot 
of women miGht be treated with scientific 
certi tude. Meamvhile the indefiniteness 
remains and the limitations of variation 
are really much wider than one would ima
Gine from the sameness of women IS coiffure 
and the favourite love ntories in prose 
And vprsp. (~.f, 1) .1[) 

\. ~.. J 
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To be female is to be associated with a degree of incompe-

tence, inadequacy and ineffectuality. Tied to this, is the 

belief that woman's incompetence is most apparent in the so-

cia1 milieu \'lhere she must try to relate to other human be-

ings. There is an implied recognition on Eliot's part, that 

a prevailing stereotype of \-'loman exis ts and that this s tereo-

type is both superficial and distorted. Despite the "same-

ness of women's coiffure ll and their standardised portrayal 

in literature, there is a wide area of "indefiniteness", of 

incertitude and variation; and, Eliot implies, this area 

which defies "scientific certitude" is a potentially meaning-

ful one. 

In her recognition of the female stereotype, Eliox 

is calling attention, as she often does in the course of the 

novel, to the historical reality of the strong and pervasive 

codes women vlere expected to folloVI in nineteenth century 

Britain.* vTe learn much about what the prevalent expecta-

tions of women ,,"ere from what the characters in Middlemarch 

say: Sir James Chettam is treated satirically, rather than 

with the usual sympathy, when he expounds his traditional 

view of the sexes: "A man r S mind- - 'what the re is of i t--

has always the advantage of being masculine, ... and even 

his ifinonmce is of '1. sounder (juality. II (M, p. 16) His view 

is comparable to that of Mr. Brooke, vT11.o is unable to under-

* St1e rjoes not, as 1'1. Springer S !Hsges ts ~ "prete r to be lieve 
what science, literature and tradition tell her about wo
men/'ll She is most alert to the constric:tinq; influence of 
co~ventional notions about women. 



stand women except in terms of generalised sexist stereo-

types: "'Young lad ies don It unders tand political economy, 

you know .•. } (M~ p. 12) 'I cannot let young ladies meddle 

with my documents. Young ladies are too flighty.'" (M, p.14) 

Similarly, Mrs. Garth articulates a conventional belief 

tha t the female sex was "framed to be entire ly s ubord ina te". 

(M~ p. 179)' On the other hand, a character such as Letty 

Garth appears to exist in the novel in order that the femi-

nist theme may be simply stated from time to time. Letty, 

hmvever, is but a child, and it seems improbable that "her 

feeling of superiority" (.M, p. 609) could last in a society 

which holds no expectations of women nor gives credit to 

them even Hhen it is due. In the IIFinale", for example, we 

learn that Middlemarch attributes Fred's book on farming to 

Mary because people are sure that Fred is above turnips and 

mangehlurze. On the other hand, Fred is given credit for 

Mary I s bool~ drawn from Plutarch, because Middlemarch believes 

that the higher accomplishment must be the male's. According 

to Mr. Brroke the female intellect "runs underground, like 

the rivers of Greece" (M, p .. 33) to come out in sons. 

Given that males are considered to be superior to females, 

it is no surprise that Mary is h3 ppy to bring forth male 

children only. 

The plot of Middlemarch makes the limiterl view of 

l'lCmen a t least TJartly responsible for the problems tha t be-

set the characters. Lydgate. for example, considers it "one 
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of the prettiest attitudes of the feminine mind to adore 

a man I s pre-eminence l'lithout too precise a knowledge of what 

it consisted in". (M, p.197). He is attracted to this trait 

in Rosam<ln:1, and relies on the "innate submission of the 

goose" (m, p .. 261). What, Lydgate does not realise is that 

because Rosamond doe~ not question why he has earn~d a pres-

tigious position-- through hiE worl\:-- she is consequently 

unable to comprehend why his research takes precedence over 

the more deSirable tasks of earning a good living and giVing 

dinner part:ie s. This, of course, contributes significantly 

to the rift be tVTeen them. Similarly ~ Casa ubon 's unhappiness 

is in part the result of his conventional view of what a 

wife should be. Dorothea cannot accept such a role: 

But he deliberately incurred the hindrance 
bf courtship], having made up his mind. 
that it ViaS nOVl time for him to adorn hIS 
life with the graces of female companion
ship, to irradiate the gloom which fatigue 
was apt to hang over the int~r,::als of.c>stu
dious labour with the play or remal~ La~
cy, and to secure in this) his culmlnatl~g 
age, the solace of female tendance for hlS 
declining years. (M, p. 46) 

Mr. Casaubon's expectations of Dorothea correspond to the 

stereotypes vie\'l of \f.JOmen whicc) we noted earlier in the 

chapter: 

'The ei,!,hteenth ce:',tury edjcatton of ~irls 
intended to produce bodily and ment3.l de
bility. The vital principle is that. the 
girl is to be brought up 8S a companlon 
for fficHl, not, ho'wever, a conp::l.nion i'lt'lo 
will sh~re i~ his serious occupations ~nd 
~trengtnen him in hi!'! daily ~'loY'k, but [:} ., 
c0mpanion \vho shall ['ever offend ni2 v·~2nl.t~r 

, . d ~ by any rlisplay of knowled~e or W1S om.~-
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Both unsuccessful marriages in the novel-- Dorothea's to 

Casaubon and Lydgate1s to RosamQnd-- fail, at least partly 

because of the influence of the traditionar male view of 

women. It is important to note, however, that they are also 

undertaken for the wrong reasons by the women, whose situa

tion in nineteenth century society, as we noted earlier, de

manded that they find satisfaction for their ambitions 

through men. 

Rosamond's ambitions are trivial; and in many ways 

she typifies the nineteentt) century "perfect lady", She has 

been educated at Mrs. Lemon's school, the equivalent of Miss 

Pinkerton's academy, and learnt there such arts as "getting 

into and out of a carriage ". Lee Ed\.vards complains that 

"it is usual to see Rosamond as simpJy thp typical ni~eteenth 

century heroine exposed by the persistent hostility of George 

Eliot's vision. ,,33 She criticises Eliot for finding Rosa

mond's strength of will and energy dest~uctive, and con

cludes that, as in her portrayal of Dorothea, Eliot finds 

no channel for these ener~ies becAuse they threaten Middle

march's values which are "cherished by the [luthor". Surely, 

however, EdwArds misses the point. She is Rttemptin~ to 

read a novel which is very different from the one writcen 

by Eliot. Eliot's concern was to show the contemporary 

situation AS it was, rather than as it ought to be. Sence, 

in her characterisation of Rosanond she is presenting us 

"lith a pr(}duct of nineteentll ccr:tllry ::'ociety. EliJt !TIakes 
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it apparent that Rosamond's temperament is the result of her 

upbringing, and she surely demonstrates some feelings of 

sympa thy towards her, ra ther than hos tility. In the scene 

where Dorothea visits Rosamond after seeing her with Will 

Ladislaw, Rosamond is seen breaking away from self and dem-

onstrating fellow feeling: 

Rosamond, taken hold by an emotion stronger 
than her own-- hurried along in a new move
ment which gave all things some new, awful, 
undefined aspect-- cou~d find no words, but 
involuntarily she put her lips to Dorothea's 
forehead, which was very near her, and then 
for a minute the two women clasned each 
other as if they had been in a ~hipwreck. (M, 
p. 584 ) 

It is interesting that the central moment of many of Eliot's 

characters' lives is when feelings of altruism conquer ego-

ism. Thus, we see Mrs. Bulstrode rejecting caps and collars 

and sharing her husband's disgrace. This enlargement is to 

be noted in the male charac tel'S a Iso-- Casa ubon and Buls trode. 

It is thus, that characters such as Rosamond whom we would 

readily despise are explored and revealed so completely that 

we are unable to despise them. Eliot extends sympathy to-

wards Rosamond in the way she does towards Dorothea. The 

ultimate question \'[e must pose in relation to both characters, 

in the light of Lee Edwards' allegations, is: are they capa-

ble of leadin~ the liberated existence femini~t critics wish 

to impose upon them? This ~uestion is particularly !mport~nt 

,\,li th regard to Dorothea, for our concl~lslon influences our 

ultimate asseSSf'lent of the novel. 'I'his is a q'lestion T. pro-
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pose to bear in mind as I consider the portrayal of Doro-

thea. 

In the "Prelude" to Middlemarch the impossibility 

of Dorothea attaintng satisfaction is clearly blamed on her 

social situation: "a passionate, ideal nature" demands an 

"epic life"; "a certa in spiri tua 1 grandeur" is "ill-rna tched 

with the meanness of opportunitylf (lvI, p. 3) provided for 

women in nineteenth century England. Here Eliot shows her-

self to be alert to and cri tica 1 of tre cons tric ting in-

fluence of society, just as she reveals and is unable to 

condone traditional notions about women. At the beginning 

of the novel, however, we are made aware of Dorothea's 

faults; she is often the object of the author's irony. So-

ciety is not to be blamed totally for the cour2e her life 

takes; her own opinions, actions and ignorance are to some 

extent the cause of her troubles. When Dorothea is first 

introduced into the novel she appears to have a strong sense 

of self-identity. We see this in her condescending attitude 

tm\fards Celia over her mother's je\\fels and in her reaction 

to Sir James' offer of a horse. When Sir James ur;es: 

If Every young lady ouzht to be a perfl2ct tlorsewoman> that 

she may 3 ccompa ny her hus ban'j "> D;)I'8th,"=8 conf::'c1entl;:,' Asse rts : 

~ou Gee how widely we differ, Sir James. I 
have m'3de ll~J !'Jy mind that T. ('u-:;ht not to be 
11 perfect hOY'SPWOr:l3D. Clnd '"'a I should C1ever 
c:orrep.pnnd to ~rour ~;Jttern nf'1 L1dy.' 
Dorothea looked 8tr3i~ht befnre her. and 
s~okr; ~'11f:i! r.old br1!J2fllleric} '..rer~y mUC:1 1·-["l.th 
the air nf n handsome boy, in ~musi~G con-



trast with the solicitous amiability of 
her admirer. (M, p.16) 

Despite the positive self-irnage Dorothea apparently dis-

plays, she does, in fact, have a very nega tive image of her-

self as inadequate and unfulfilled. Her reaction to Sir 

James is the result of frustrated religious ardour. While 

she has fixed notions about the roles she will not adopt in 

society, she retains extremely "child-like views" vlhich 

Eliot frequeritly draws to our attention, either by direct 

authorial comment or through comments made by the characters. 

In the light of this we should reject Lee Edwards' interpre-

tation that Eliot is "struggling to contain the energy, force 

the new l.vine back into old bot tIes ,,34 in her portrayal of 

Dorothea. Rather, she is concerned to showa young girl en-

dowed with unusual ambition straining towards self-identity. 

The interest of the novel lies in the struggle Dorothea ex-

periences and the myriad influences upon the course of her 

struggle, rather than in the question whether she is finally 

able to achieve her ambitions. 

Eliot introduces Dorothea as a young lady who is 

"enamoured of intensit? and grentness, and rash in embracing 

whatever seems to her to have those aspects; likely to seek 

martyrdom, to make retrac tions) and then to incur rna rtyrdom 

after all in a auarter where she had not sought it" (M, p.6). 

Thi::; description f)f Dorothea prophetically charts the com-

plex process of her search fnr self-r'lefinition. As a young 

unmarrj_ed "lOman, Dorothea courts a sort of martYl~d()m: her 



refusal to fulfill the conventional stereotyped r~les of 

Midd1<::march soctety renders her vulnerable to se·cial ~riti-

cism. Her decision to marry CasauboY! is a personal abJxrins: 

of martyrdom, for she hopes t~ find self-fulfilment and hap-

:91ness in marriage. Ironically, this is the very Quarter in 

which Dorothea incurs rea 1 ma rtyrdom; the duties of ma r:r:Led 

life to Casaubon threaten to annihilate her sense of self-

hood. In the first half of the novel Dorothea is subject 

to the alJ.thor IS iron~T; "Ridin~ was an indulgence which she 

allowed herself in spite of conscientious qualms; she felt 

tha t she enjoyed it in a pagan senSllO!J$ T,vClY and alivays lookw1 

fortvard to renouncinc; it." (MJ p. 7) • Her desire to see her-

self as good is greater than her concern for others; she 

catches herself regretting the prosperity of Lowick, which 

will leave her very little charity work to do. She is 

guilty of the same self-centredness as Ma3sie Tulliver, anri 

for the same re8.son = "tha t toy- box his tory of the world 

adapted to youn~ ladies h.ad fAiler] her" (1'-1, p<63) 0 :':\8 ~er-

D3rd PaT'i8 8tote:::: IIher su~bjective approacho o. \tv-as 110t t.he I't3-

sU.lt of ;l !J3stc31l~,' e .. 30:Lstic r;.'l.ture; it vms the product c)f h,~r 

")~ 

f rus I:;r8 t t071 r'--'-- She j_s una ble to f '.llfl.ll the '~XP2C 1:;.<1 t~c'ns 

society h,'ls of her; to do se it VTOllld be nccess8r~r tc C'or:bine 
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lady of good fortune should find her ideal 
of life in village charities, patronage of 
the humbler clergy, the perusal of 'Female 
Scripture Characters' ... and the care of her 
soul over her embroidery with a background 
of prospective marriage to a man who, if less 
strict than herself, as being involved in af
fairs religiously inexplicable, might be 
prayed for and seasonably exhorted. From 
such contentment poor Dorothea was shut out. 
(M, p.2l) 

This cramping narrovmess of a woman's prospects is 

frequently conveyed in images of enclosure and compression-

in Dorothea's dissatisfaction with the 'Walled-in maze of 

pa ths tha t led no vlhi ther "_- "S0 heavily did the world weigh 

on her in spite of her independent energy. M, p.2l . II ( ). When 

she rejects the narrow conventions to find room for her ener-

gy, her problem is reversed-- there is too much space, her 

goals suffer from hazy outline: 

For a long while she had been oppressed by 
the indefiniteness which hung in her mind 
like a thick summer haze over all her de
sire to make her life greatly effectj.ve. 
What could she do? What ought she to do? 
(M, p.20) 

Energy that has no impact is squashed or redirected. Doro-

thea speaks "with more energy than is expected". Mr. 

Brooke's comment: "Young ladies don't understand political 

economy" comes like "an extin,,?;uisher over all her li8hts ". 

(M,pp.12-l3). She has too much spark, however, to be total-

ly extin~uished, 8nd she theref~re grasps at the closest 

object of enthusiasm-- Mr Casaubon ~nd his work. For Doro-

thea: Casaubon's marriase nronosal t3kes an the ~snect of 3 

1I~;in.'Sed !;essen:~e r ". H:=' will :.;i ve DorothF:'a thr.; room she 
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needs whilst saving her from the haze of her own indefinite-

ness. With him she feels sf1e can do something. It is Mid-

dlemarch which has created the situation where a dry pedant 

can appear to an ardent young woman, who has seen nothing 

better, as an angel of vocation and of the education that 

fosters that vocation. 

Dorothea looks to Mr. Casaubon in her search for 

identity. She is blind to the fact that Casaubon's precon-

ceptions about a wife's role are as traditional as those of 

Sir James. Marriage to Casaubon results in the virtual 

annihilation of Dorothea's identity: 

She was always trylng to be vvha t her hus band 
wished, and never able to repose on his de
light In what she was. The thing that she 
liked, that she spontaneously cared to have, 
seemed to be ahmys excluded from her life.; 
for If it vms only granted and not shared by 
her husband it might well have been denied. 
(M, P.348) 

During her marriage to Casaubon she assumes the func-

tionalised existence he expects of her, despite her occa-

sional recognition of her subservience. Such an existence 

isolates her from society and forces her once ardent social 

concerns into the back~round. Earlier we saw her scorn the 

idea tha t "a younG lady of fortune should find her ideal of 

life in village charities, patronage of the humbler clergy, 

the perlJ.sal of '1?emale Scripture Characters' ... " (.M, p.21). 

But nm1 AS a married woman Dorothea's social awarf7ness is 

eVf7n more limited than the stereotyped idenl she had former-
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ly rejected. 

Dorothea seldom left home ''lithout her hus
band, but she did o~casionally drive into 
Middlemarch alone, on little errands of 
shopping or charity such as occur to every 
lady of wealth when she lives within three 
miles of a town. (M, p. 315) 

B. Hardy is correct in noting that after her marriage to 

Casaubon Dorothea is no longer the object of Eliot's irony. 

Casaubon's "dead hand" is ironically the very means by 

which Dorothea regains her sense of self-esteem. She is 

freed from the imprisonment of devoting herself to Casau-

bon's work by his death, which occurs before she has made 

any promise to him. His egoistic desire to con~rol her 

life by the codicil to his will frees her from any emotional 

tie to his memory. Doroth.ea realises that she has never 

really known the man sh.e so dutifully served, and for whom 5he.. 

abnegated herself: 

The grasp had slipped away. Bound by a 
pledge given from the depths of her pity, 
she would have been capable of undertaking 
a toil which her judgement 'Vlhispered was 
vain for all uses except that consecration 
of faithfulness which is a supreme use. 
But now her judgement, instead of being 
controlled bv duteous devotj.on. was made 
active by th~ ~mbittering disc;very that 
in her past qnion there' had lurked the 
hiddAn alienation of secrecy and suspicion. 
The living, suffering man was no longer 
before her to awaken her pity: there re
mained only the retrospect of painful sub
jection to a husband whose thoughts had 
been lower than she harl bplieved ..• (M! p.362) 

At last Dorothea realises the perversity of the Man who had 

led her to conceive of herself as ignorant, unfulfilled and 
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personally insignificant. Dorothea has been liberated from 

the JJstrain and con:flict of self-repression JJ • 

As I pointed out earlier, feminist critics are dis-

appointed by what Dorothea does with her new-found freedom. 

They believe that because Eliot ends the novel with a second 

marriage Hhich is more promising than the first one, she 

must mean it to be the final solution, in keeping with Vic-

torian readers' demands. I woul:d suggest that there are 

several explanations to be considered before identifying 

George Eliot's beli~fs with the conclusion of the narrative. 

Indeed, Eliot's ironies at the expense of marriage in the 

third volume of JJSilly Novels by Lady Novelists Jl indicate 

that she did not necessarily believe that marriage ~vas always 

the desirable consummation. Earlier--, I commented that femi-

nist critics tend to shy al'lay from the close examination of 

literary texts. As a result, they do not appear to recog-

nise that writers are often dictated to by the demands of 

their readers or b~T fictional formulae. Jean Kennard sug-

ge 8ts tha t the conclusion of Midd Ism? rch is unsa tisfac tory. 

because of the sexism implicit-in its fictional structure. 36 

This is the result, she believes, of the sexist fictional 

formula according to which the novel is constructed. She 

names this formula the convention of the tVfO suitors. The 

growth of the woman is marked by her ch6ice of the right 

suitor over the wron~ suitor. The heroine's personality and 

develonment are thus dpfined through comparison with two male 
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characters. This convention works well for Jane Austen, but 

in l'-1iddlemarch we are faced ~vith the dangers inherent in it. 

The problem is that many readers feel that Will Ladislaw is 

not an adequate match for Dorothea. Kennard argues that 

the novel invites us to believe that Dorothea is of a no-

bility and ardour which should not be satisfied by Will. 

She believes that the conclusion of the novel is therefore 

sexist, for the structure and imagery of the novel encourage 

us to see Dorothea's marriage to Will as the fulfilment of 

her dreams. Kennard concludes: "The qualities vre have 

been invited to admire ... have been sacrificed to structural 

neatness. ,,36 If Kennard is correct in her interpretation, 

then vre could argue that the "sexist" ending of the novel is 

the result of the fictional convention at worL<, rather than 

of Eliot's "tacit approval" of the marriage. If this is so 

we might well wish that she had broken with the convention. 

I feel., however, that Kennard is imposing a structural for-

mula on the novel which was not envisaged by Eliot. Surely, 

vre might reve rse the argument and sugges t tha t Eliot is brea-

king convention in her refusal to offer her readers the satis-

factory "happy endillQ;". I would agree with Joan Bennett Nhen 

she says that if the reader feels dissatisfaction with the 

conclusion of events, it is because Oeor~e Eliot did so too~8 

Eliot repeats in the final phF8se of her novel the belief 

which she set forth j.n tht: "Prehlde 'l : '1f:jdrllemarch is .qn 5m-

ner~ect society which is incapable of nroducin~ another - -
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Thfesa or Antigone because the medium in which their ardent 

deeds took shape is f'orever gone" (1'1, p. 612). The tone of 

the final paragraphs of' the novel, which Lee Edwards ob,jects 

to as cas ting Dorothea in the wake of her hus band IS cOIl.rse, 

is charged with Eliot's characteristic ruefulness-' 

at the fate of large human desire. The finality of "for-

ever" indicates her awareness of nineteenth century limi.,... 

tations on women and heroic actions generally. At the very 

beginning of the novel we are told that such a society offers 

only two alternatives to women: "va.o-ue ideals and the common o 

yearning of womanhood" (M, p. 3 ). These tY'lO alternatives 

are represented in Dorothea's marriages. The first proves 

to be disastrous; the second in contrast appears to be happy 

but it is still a compromise. Eliot is at pains to point 

this out: 

certainly these determining acts of her life 
were not ideally beautiful. They were the 
mixed result of young and noble impulse 
struggling anidst -the conditions of an im
perfect social state, in which great feelings 
will often take the aspect of error, and 
great faith the aspect of illusion. (M, p.6l2) 

In the light of this it would surely seem that Eliot 

sees Dorothea's second marriage as being as responsible as 

the first for preventing her from reaching the heights of a 

st. Theresa. I would question, howev~r, along with Dorothea~ 

whether she could eVl?r have risen to the stature of' ;:J great 

Theresa, even given the right social milieu. Dorothea ad-

mits as she lool~s fonmrd to her nar-riage to Ladisla\,T: 
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flI might have done something better, if I had been better. 

But this is what I am going to do. fI eM, p 601 ). Having ac-

cepted this compromise, Dorothea goes on to diffuse goodness 

in a different l,'Vay, by helping Ladislaw. Ladislaw could be 

seen, therefore, as fulfilling Eliot's purpose in that he 

is a deficient character who is to undergo regeneration 

through the influence of his wife. This is not to say that 

Will mal<:es no contribution to the relationship. As J.M. 

Luecke points out: 

In addition to his "smallness" complementing 
her "largeness", his easier manner and artis
tic nature complement her ascetic bent and 
active sense of duty, at the same time that 
their sensibilities are so mutually acute. 
In many 1"rays Ladislaw's sensitivity., quick 
perception, and "glibness of speechll coun
terbalance her problem with floptics" so that 
her greatness was eventually channeled to a 
practical use through him. She might have 
had no outlet if he-r hus band '''fas able to 
stand on his own strength, or if he had3~ot 
been able to provide a corrective lens. ~ 

Any discussion of the scope and satisfaction of Dorothea's 

final lot should refer to her husband's work as well as to 

his character. Michael York Mason is correct in saying that 

critics have not }Jaid sufficient attention to Middlem3rch as 

an historical novel that evokes the past in relation tb the 

40 present. Thour;h the Eeform Bill is defeated in Niddle-

march, the historical perspective shows this to be but tem-

porary. To locate the novel in ant.i-reform times is there~ 

fore to locGte tt :Ln relJt=.on to the llltimate pGss9.ge cf the 

Ref o TID Bill. Dorothea, in aidinG Ladislm'[ in his \-'lori';. :'or 
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the passage of this bill, (M, p.611) contributes to a move-

ment which is not ultimately defeated. This, we might con-

sider to be analogous to st. Theresa's reform of a religious 

order and therefore just as itwrthy of being seen as "a far 

resonant action". To understand this is part of the neces-

sary equipment with vThich the reader must be furnished in 

order to read the novel in the right light. Eliot did rank 

the passage of the Reform Bill as one of the momentous events 

. 4-1 of the perlod. 

Thus, to what extent does Dorothea's marriage repre-

sent the failure of her aspirations? Need feminists be dis-

appointed by the outcome of events? Any sorrow George Eliot 

feels for Dorothea's situation is balanced by her recognition 

that: 

... Homen can do much good for other \vamen 
(and men) to come. My impression of the 
good there is in all unselfish efforts is 
continually strengthened. Doubtless many 
a ship is drowned on expeditions of dis
covery or rescue and precious freights lie 
buried. But there was the good of manning 
and furnishing the ship with a great pur
pose before it set out. (Letters VI, pp.97-
100; 290) 

In making Dorothea's fate the willing support of her hus-

band's active life, Eliot celebrates the many Theresas whose 

deeds went unrecognised, who were unable to transcend cir-

cUBstances and whose cultural milien provided no outlet for 

their talents. Eliot understood clearly the limitations 

placed 0n men 8no \'lomen: unlike mAny feminist critics; how-

ever, she did not o.efine Ii bera tion for ,'[Omen as intellec-
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tual and economic independence and separate fulfilment. 

Those who search for this in her novels will certainly be 

disappo~nted. Eliot sought instead to extend such a defini-

tion to include fellowship between man and woman. Her pity 

for the lot of frustrated human beings transcends her anger, 

and she is thus able to objectively explore and keep firmly 

to the "sad fac ts It. To show the heroine triumphing and 

transcending her social position would be to endanger rea-

lism in the novel. Indeed, Eliot commends Margaret Fuller 

and Mary Wollstonecraft for not idealising women, as feminis(t 

cri tics would have Eliot do. t<lha t argues a need for women's 

emancipation is their present debasement, she says, not their 
}~2 

excellence in all virtues. 

I would suggest the following final analysis of Doro-

thea's position. In the course of the novel Dorothea has 

moved tmrards self-realisation. Her mature self-image is a 

benevolent, humane one, freed from the self-centred egoism 

she displayed early in the novel. She no "lonGer sees herself 

as inadequate, dependent on the resonrces of others for self-

fulfilment. She concerns herself with the problem of filling 

the Lowick living, and enriches the life of the Farebrother 

family through her dt~ision. She supports Lydgate by be-

lieving in his innocence when all society suspects or con-

demns him. Ovp.rcoming her personal torment, she visits Ro-

samond to offer advice. Her story may not close with the 

fulfiL1'Jlent of the ~reat 3snirations nf her youth, but 
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her willingness to marry Will shows her mature strength of 

character. She is confident enough to marry a man r,.,rhc;62 po-

tential is as yet unrealised. Her bellef that she can make 

him happy shows th!lt she feels that she has much to give. 

Finally, the fullness of Dorothea's nature is stressed in 

the "Finale II by a comparison behfeen her strength and that 

of a river: 

Her full nature, like that river of which 
Cyrus broke the strength, spent itself in 
channels 'tvhich had no grea t name on the 
earth. But the effect of her being on 
those around her was incalculably diffusive. 
(M, p.6l3) 

Middlemarch, we might conclude, represents a moderate 

mid-Victorian reaction to the movement for women's freedom. 

It is the result of Eliot's desire to accomodate "lfithin the 

traditional ethic the need for the changes which were coming 

about. She created a heroine whose intellectual and emotio-

nal vitality mv.st be understood as a major contrj.bution to 

the re-evaluation which had begun of the nature and role of 

women in society. It exposes the hollm",ness of contemporary 

notions of women, while satirisinc;, at the same time, male-

oriented conventions in marriage and lavl. Surely feminists 

need not feel betrayed hy Georze Eliot. 



Chapter Three 

Throughout his work Lawrence is particularly con-

cerned with the problem ci how the individual can find sa-

tisfac tion iii thin the complex structure of rela tionships 

existing between two people in an increasingly mechanistic 

society. The most important relationship for Lawrence is 

tha t between a man and a woman-- lithe via media to being, 

for man and woman, is love, and love alone. ,,1 This is not 

to say that he advocates the philosophy that the sexual re-

lationship results in a unity between the two halves of a 

whole. For Lawrence such a union violates the independent 

self and amounts to a kind of death for the individual. 

Similarly, he decries rela tionships which impose an ideal 

on either partner, or which reduce one person to the imple-

ment of the other. He calls for an intimate relationship 

which nevertheless pF~serves the independence of each per-

son. In searching for the ultimate human relationship Law
c> F U->OfY)er} 

rence is inevitably led to consider the position both in 

-oc~ety ~nd l'n r,....l~tl·on "0 YYI~les l,~!',~,. r,:ecl,3.r"'_~ l'n. "('-:'-1'"e ,T,T,:,_'~ :::; .L . U ,- _ '''_'J. • v. <:iCl.J..." __ ~,.l _._ "O _ ~_v "1,~, 

a pattern" tllat the -3reatest disadvantage for fen13les i:'" that 

"they must al'.-,8Ys 2;0 on trying to ad3pt themselves to men IS 

? 
the0ries of ~lomen. 1I~ He is :13 aware as feminist crit:Lc::: arc 

of the stereotypes of womanhnnd invented by ~en: the v~~~in 



courtly and romantic images of woman~ 3S idealised spiritual 

beauty, Dickens r childwives, the nurse, the secretary, ·and 

"the .:eternal secret ideal of men-- the prostitute". The 

parado.x; is tha t "as soon as a T,voman has really lived up to 

the manrs pattern, the man dislikes her for it".3 

Despite Lawrencers insistence on reciprocal rela-

tionships and his horror of imposed stereotypes, he is often 

described as being, in R.P. Draperrs words, "among the most 

conserva tive of reac tionaries in his a ttitude towards Tt/omen !,4 

Lawrence's worlm have provoked many feminist critics to an-

ger .. They regard Lawrence's conscious effort to discover the 

form of true mutuality as tainted from the beginning with his 

bias of masculine supremacy. Simone de Beauvoir offers one 

of the first versions of this argument in Tl'1e Second Sex. 

She states that "Lawrence believes paSSionately in the su

premacy of the male",5 and goes on to say that he dissemi-

nates traditional masculine conceptions of woman as lover, 

wife, mother, cook, which leave no room for personal fulfil-

mente Lawrence's novels, in de Beauvoir's view, celebrate 

the male as supr~me and the female as alien and subordinate. 

She sums u.p Lawrence's novels as essentially "guide books 

for \'lomen" which instruct them in the catechism of "true" 

femininity. In rec~nt years forceful attacks h3ve extended 

Simone de 3ea u.voir ' s views. K3 te Mille t t inc L.l.des La'.vre ~~ce 

with :?reu.d, ;:.fr-~~1ry )':1111er .qnn T';orm.':ln 1:3ile1' 28 .1rch-opponents 

of the fr::minist C3'2e. 2tle riec131'es t':3t L3.vJrenCe'8 theori~s 
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of sexuality are guided by the nineteenth century doctrine: 

"sex 18 for the man ". Lawrence's l~nmvledge of Freud was 

"sl~etchyn but, Millett remarks, n •• • he appears to be vrell 

acquainted with the theories of female passivity and male 

activity and doubtless found them very 'convenient. rr0 In 

Millett's vie~l-·;the male/female relationships portrayed by 

Lawrence can only be interpreted as master/slave relation-

ships and are reflective of the author's deep-seated homo-

sexuality and misogyny. Barbara Hardy beg1ns her essay from 

a similar stance, before moving to a more qualified vision: 

It is easy to see Lawrence as the enemy. 
He is hard on women. He creates saints and 
monsters as he sheds and fails to shed his 
Oedipal sicknesses, admitting, denying, and 
re-admitting his mother's stranglehold, as
king her to free him by dying, then succumb
ing to the seductiveness of that last sacri
fice. He criticises and harangues women for 
coming too close, for becoming too personal, 
for wanting to be loved, for having too much 
mind, for having too much cunt.7 

Rosalind Miles declares, "Even in his best fiction Lawrence 

d t · f .. rr8 never overcame aeep an 1- em1nlsm •.. ,. Even Norman Mailer 

wri tes tha t rrin all Lawrence's booim there are unmis takable 

tendencies towards the absolute domination of women by men, 
q 

mysttcal I'rorship of the male ~"ill. rrJ Any reacter who is in 

sympathy with the feminist cause must concede much that 

Lawrence's critics charge him with. It cannot be denied 

that Lawrence believes, at least in principle, that there 

is a sjgnificant psychological difference between men and 

"'omPD • 10 H . f' ' t . d' '. , . . n >V __ • Le 1.3 0_ ':en unres r3Hle 1n t11S conaemna tlon or 
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characters who deny their essential masculinity or femininity. 

His animosity towards some women characters does occasionally 

verge on sadism. In stories such as The Fox and "The Woman 

who Rode Away", Lawrence portrays the lIunfeminine" woman who 

is killed or brought to the brink of dea th, while in "Th_e 

Princess II an emotionally sterile, wilful, lIunfeminine II woman 

is s ubjec ted to repea ted rape. liTe can find manifold exam-

pies of anti-feminist comments made by che.racters-- one of 

the most radical being Annable's comment upon the peacock in 

The White Peacbck: lithe miserable brute has dirtied the an-

gel. 
11 

A woman to the end I tell you. 11- It is impera tive to 

remember, however, that the fate which befallS a character 

~~not necessarily an indication of the author's indictment 

of him, nor do the co~nents made by characters necessarily 

echo their creator's attitude. To regard Lawrence as a wri-

ter Nhose ideas are anathema for any self-respecting woman 

or man is to misunderstand the general tendency of his fic-

tion. In exploring the difficulties of achieving the satis-

factory relationship Lawrence posed a number of alternatives 

that have been understandably pAinful for women to consider. 

Many of his men, such as Cipriano in The Plumed Serpent, ar-

gue that a woman should accept a passive role. But it is 

probable that for every instance of a Lawrentian heroine sub-

mitting one cou_ld find examples of tha t same heroine dOJ_btil1::;, 

fi~hti~1, winninz. For every exampl~ of 3 hero domineerine 

over his partn~r one could most ~r;)ha8ly find c~ses wher2 he 
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honours her. Indeed, there are only a few instances where 

some kind of balance is achieved by men and women. Close 

study of both the destructive and satisfactory male/female 

relationships suggests that Lawrence was extraordinarily 

sensitive to the problems of women. His work in fact is, 

at least in part, an attempt to describe th.e crippling ef-

fect of male domination over the female and the economic 

and social handicaps under which women labour. 

Let us now turn our attention to The Rainbow, which, 

as suggested earlier, has been the subject of negative femi-

nist criticism, just as Middlemarch has, and for simllar 

reasons. v.Thy "liberated" woneri have found D.H. Lavrrence in-

furiating·puzzles those critics of The Rainbow who interpret 

Ursula's role in the novel as Lawrence's exploration of the 

value of self-reallzation, independence and individualism. 

As with Middlemarch, however, critics have condemned the 

ending of the novel, declaring that it is totally unprepared 

for by the development of events. They are particularly 

disturbed by Ursula's final surrender to a "vaster power" 

and her wililngness to "ha il" the man vlho migh t be sen t to 

her. In her discussion of The Rainbow·, Kate Millett comments 

that: 

It celebrates the pastoral lifh in terms of fer
tility-- never the phallic fertility of the 
later period, but the power of the womb. Every 
event, whether it be falling in love or attai
ning maturity, is described in terns of f2r
"l't t .... · -t- ·t· .J h~ th 12 tJ. l y, .:;es 3 Glen, pElr~Urlu10!15 anu >-...!.r" ... -'--
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She goes on to say tha t "the early sections of The Hainb01'l 

shovr a curious aBsorption in the myth of the eternal femi-

nine, the earth mother, and constitute a veritable hymn to 

the feminine mystique. ,,13 Such a declaration would appear 

to constitute a dramatic turn in argument from that con-

veyed in sections I and II of Millett's discussion of Law-
14 rence's novels, where she accuses him of being lithe evan-

gelist of "phallic consciousness' II. She acl\'.n01Afledges Lmv-

rence's apparent approval in the first half of the novel of 

the dominance v.Jhich Lydia and Anna exert. Unlike Miriam and 

Lady Chatterley, Lydia and Anna "initiate sexual activity on 
I A 

their own terms and timing. "15 Millett also concedes tha t:· 

So entirely do women predominate in the book 
that all Oedipal relationships of parent and 
child are a series of father-daughter roman
ces. All masculine attempts to play lord and 
master and fall back upon patriarchal peroga
tive, the very stuff of Lawrence's later wgrk, 
are subjected to ridicule in The Hainbow. l 

We might well begin to question hO'tT Millett is going to 

maintain her thesis that L8\'lrence is an anti-feminist \vriter, 

which she began to develop in discussing Lady Chatterley's 

Lover and Sons and Lovers. It is important to note, however, 

that her discussion of The Rainbow begins by declaring that 

the novel is the "most atypical" of Lawrence's work. Having 

conceded that Lawrence's treatment of women appears to be 

more favourable than in previous novels, Millett now launches 

her attack, sU~Gesting that the early ~ections of the novel 

are an elaborate tr8p to capture the !lnsuspecting female 
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reader's assent: 

It is only when he gets to Ursula that Law
rence begins to lose rapport with his cha
racters and distort the glowing sympathy 
which so distinguishes the first half of 
the novel. Ursyta is too close to him; 
she is a rival. 

I would suggest that this embodi83a one-sided and polemical 

view of Lawrence which fails to acl'i.'.nowledge his objectivity. 

We might v.fell ask, however, why La-v.Jrence takes s.:) long to 

introduce his protagonist, whose thoughts, emotions, con-

flicts, and psychic development take up the latter half of 

the novel. Are the early sections of the novel} as Kate Mil-

lett believes, merely bait for the unconscious female rea-

der? Such a view fails to recognise the importance of the 

early chapters of the novel in relation to Ursula's experi-

ence. In tracing three generations of the Brangwen family} 

Lawrence is able} among other things, to evoke the social, 

economic, and religious background behind Ursula's libera-

tionist tendencies. Relationships within the three genera-

tions are revealed through descriptions of conflict and in-

creasing male/female tension. The conflict is tied directly 

to the increased industrialisation and urbanisation of Eng-

land, where personal relationships are becoming increasingly 

difficult as individuals move from the farm to the town and 

are touched more and more by technological pr0gress. The 

opening pages of the novel introduce '.1.S to the 3ran:;wen wo-

The women seek to fulfill their of mot ion" by se,g r-



chj_ng for IIkno\ATledge II, lIeduca tion II, and "experience II. Lydia 

is partially subdued by convention, and past experience of 

suffering, her restlessness emerging in outward signs of 

melancholy and frus tra tion, wh.ile Anna is wild, lacks d irec-

tion and is self-consuming. Only in Ursula do aspirations 

become ultimately directed and civilised. The striving and 

failure of the early genera tions prepares us for the ulti-

mate focus of the novel upon the education of Ursula, through 

whom the preceding and partial impulses are carried to com-

pletion. 

Anna is a primitive version of Ursula. Rather than 

coming to termswith self and life, however, she backs off 

and remains unconscious to the end of the full meaning of 

her experience. Her fulfillment is motherhood and domes-

ticity, something which Ursula rejects at this stage. I 

suggested earlier that Lawrence was preoccupied with male: 

female relationships; howeve:r; in The Rainbow, as in Sons and 

Lovers,. he simultaneously makes a study of the parent-child 

relationship. It is interesting that Adrienne Rich, in her 

book Of Woman ~orn, laments that the relationship between 

mothers and daughters is lithe great unwritten storyll in art; 

it is a relationship which has generally been "minimised and 

trivialised II in favour of the fa ther-son rela tionship .18 If 

we felt the Deed to justify the inclusion of the early sec-

tions of the novel, we mi3ht well suggest that in his study 

of the three ~enera tions of toe 3ran:::;wen family, Lawrence 



is, among other things, evoking the complexity of feelings 

which may exist between mother and daughter. Indeed, Ur-

sula's movement towards maturity is partly dependent upon 

her coming to terms with her mother so that she can make a 

full commitment to life. 

From an early age Ursula is seen attempting to break 

the tie with her mother. The marriage between Anna and Will 

has become a matriarchy. \{e are told that Anna felt "like 

the earth, mother of everything,,!19 Her commitment to her 

children is unbalanced. It is a commitment Ursula hates: 

"How Ursula resented it, hm., she fought against the close, 

physical, limited life of herded domesticity!" (R, p.3S4). 

As she grm'TS older she finds it "very burdensome ... tha t she 

1,'1as the eldest of the family. tI(R, p.261). This early mater-

nal role disturbs her: "Hm'T she hated always to represent 

the little Brangwen club. Sh~ could never be herself, no, 

she was always Ursula-G:J.dru.n-.Theresa-Catherine" (R, pp.262). 

The domestic situation is 3 "nightmare": 

When she later saw a Reubens picture with 
storms of naked babies, and found this was 
called 'Fecundity', she shuddered, and the 
word became abhorrent to her. She knew ns 
a child ':'rhat it was to live amid storms of 
babies, in the heat and swelter of fecundity. 
And as A child, she was asainst her mather, 
passionately against her mother, she cr1ved 
for some spirituality and statelineGs.(R, p. 
26LI- h S) . 

In arder to esc~pe the constrictin~ 8tmosp~ere of her home 

... for the p Ides t ch i:!..d, the 'p~.8.cr: of the 



grandmother's bedroom vms exquisite. Here 
Ursula came as to a hushed, paradisal land, 
here her ovm existence became Simple and 
exquisite to her as if she were a flower. 
(R, p. 254-) 

She loves to listen to tales from her grandmother's past; 

and it is here that we note the beginning of Ursula's visio-

nary nature, which develops into a bid for freedom from the 

everyday life of the Brangwen household. Lawrence explains 

how " .. . the grandmother's sayings and stories accumulated 

with mystic Significance, and became a sort of Bible to the 

child. II (R, p. 260. ) The use of the word IImys tic II is s igni-

ficant, for it helps to shed light on the confusion which 

Ursula experiences in religious matters. The chapter liThe 

1tJidening Circle II is central to an understanding of Ursula's 

development so far. Lawrence stresses several more times 

how Ursula dislikes being the eldest with all_the responsi-

bility. Release, however, seems to be in sight when she 

goes to the grammar school in Nottingham. Lawrence empha-

sises how: 

... even as a girl of twelve she was glad to 
burst the narrow boundary of Cossethay, where 
only limited people lived. OutSide was all 
-vastness, and a throng of real. proud people 
whom she would love. (R, p.264) 

For a time then, 'she was happy"-- "A La tin verb was virgin 

soil to her: she sniffed a new odour in it. "(R, p.269). 

However, her dream is shattered as she becomes oppressed by 

the restrictions of the educational 8ystem. She goes throu~h 

a period of rebellion which leav8s her IIchastened ll and 



III-'Jashed out II. She is left with a "rear and dislike of autho-

rity" which remains \'Tith her and determines her reaction to 

life. Having described the reason for Ursula IS re,jection of 

her home background and her lack of fulfillment at school, 

Lawrence is now able to focus upon Ursula 's religious frus-

trations. It is here that we can chart the beginning of Ur-

sula's confusion and dissatisfaction. The religion she has 

been raised to accept fails in its rainbow role of asserting 

the eternal and. dynamic relationship between the individual 

and the cosmos, the infinite and the finite, which Ursula 

longs to acknowledge. Ursula's religious beliefs are an es-

sential factor in the process through which she is defining 

herself in relation to others and to the universe as a whole. 

In studying Urs U]aiIS deve lopment as a libera ted women, by fo-

cusing on her religious dilemma, I feel that not only will 

we recognise the appropriateness of the conclusion of The 

Rainbow, but we will also come to a better understanding of 

the meaning of the conclusion and the factor~ which lie be-

hind the liberationist tendencies of the discontented modern 

woman. I hope thereby to show that Lawrencp is more sensi-

tive to the female situation than most feminists ackn~wled~2. 

Just as George Eliot sousht to sympathetically portray the 

res tric tiona imposed on women, so L::nvrence 1s pr2sentin.3 the 

factors which arouse liberationist ten1encies, rather than 
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concept of re ligion. ~fe a re told tha t "the Brangwens shrank 

from applying their religion to their immediate actions. 

They wanted a sense of the eterna 1 and the immortal, not a 

list of rules for everyday conduct." (H, p.274). This atti-

tude is intrinsic to Ursula's attitude to religion. In con-

trast to her mother who "would have nothing extra-human. 

She never really subscribed, all her life, to Brangwen's 

mystical pass;i..oD," (R, p.275), Ursula is very much a Brang

wen, longing for the "visionary world;' for a Jesus who is 

not of this world.; "She was enemy of those who ins is ted on 

the humanity of Christ" (R, p.274). It is important to no-

tice how Lawrence stresses yet again that Ursula longs to 

reject her constricting family background. This serves to 

underline the point that her visionary or daydream nature is 

the na tura 1 consequence of her childhood frus tra tions: "She 

vms alway~ in revolt against babies and muddled domesticity. 

To her, Jesus was beautifully remote" (R, p.275). On Sun-

days, Ursula feels that this visionary world comes to pass: 

She heard the long hush, she knew the mar
riage of dark and light \138 t3king place. 
In church, the Voice sounded, re-echoing not 
from this world, as if the church itself were 
a shell that still spoke the language of cre
ation. (R, p.275). 

Ursula's favourite book in the Bible is Genesis and particu-

larly the passage \'lhich describes h')w "the Sons of God saw 

the (bughters of men that they i.'Fere fair." This pass3ge is, 

13'3 greatest wish is to experience thi~ her3elf: 
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Over this Ursula was stirred as by a call 
from far off. In those days, would not 
the Sons of God have found her fair, would 
she not have been taken t8 wife by one of 
the Sons of God? (R, p.276). 

What Ursula does not understand is that as a myth this ex-

perience is available to her, it is eternally potential, 

s orne thing beyond time. The Old Tes tament has, hOvlever, ex-

plained myths a1llay by his torie is ing them, presen ting them 

as unique occu~\ences. The phrase "in those days" si tua tes 

the incident in time. Ursula does not recognise, as Law-

rence does, that myths cannot be applied literally. It is 

instructive to consider Lawrence's com~ents on the difference 

between myth and allegory in his later review of Catter's 

"Dragon of the l\pocalypse ": 

We can expound ... but we can only look a 
little silly ... Myth lives on beyond ex-
planation, for it describes a profound 
expe rience of the human body and soul, an 
experience which is never exhausted and 
never 1Ilill be exhausted, for it is being 
felt and suffered now, and it will be 
felt and suffered while man remains man. 
You may explain the myths a\'lay: but it 
only means you go on suffering blindly, 
stupidly, "in the unconscious," instead 
of healthily and with imaginative com
prehension playing upon the suffering. 20 

It is because Ursula's inherited religion has explained myths 

away that she suffers so much. The nroblem is exemnlified - '. 

in the description of tl"E ce lebra tion cf Christmas in the 

Brangwen family. Lawrence's purpose is to show how the 

event. ',<[hleh Christians C8I":' ... rne')rate at Christmas is reall.'J' a 

mythic nne, a rl='c'lrrln.z; evpn t- ra the r than 3n his to-ric.31 one. 
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In the sensations of the Brangwens regeneration does take 

place: 

The expectation grew more tense. The star 
was risen into the sky, the songs, the carols 
~vere ready to hail it. Th.e star was the sigh 
in the sky. Earth too should give a sign. As 
evening drew on, hearts beat fast with anti
cipation, hands were full of ready gifts. 
There were the tremulously expectant words of 
the church service, the night was past and the 
mornj.ng was come, the gifts ;liere given and 
received, joy and peace made a flapping of 
wings in each heart ... the Peace of the World 
had dawned. (R, p.279). 

Lawrence has shown that the mythic event has occurred, the 

rebirth of the cosmos is an lIexperience which is never ex-

hausted". Having done so, he no~" focuses upon the Brang-

wens I reaction to the event~ 

-It was bitter, thoLlgh, tha t Christmas day, 
as it drew on to evening, and night, be
came a sort of bank holiday, flat and 
stale ... Alas, tha t Chris tmas was only a 
domestic feast. a feast of sweetmeats and 
toys! Why did-not the grownups also ex
change their everyday hearts, and give 
way to ecstasy? ... Where was the fiery 
heart of joy, nm'! the coming was fulfilled; 
where was the star; the Magi's transport, 
the thrill of new being that shook the 
earth? (R,pp.279-80) 

The "thrill of ne1AJ being" has gone because the Incarna-

tion of God has been interpreted as a unique occurrence, be-

canse the physical joy has been allegorised into something 

spiri tual, and therefore the filifillment has been pushed in-

~aremote and unearthly future. Ursula has therefore been 

misdirected, and cpnsequently does not reccgnise that myths 

are eternal. n0t to be placed in ti~e. Because daily life 
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appears to be directionless and rather haphazard~ the need 

arises to establish one's own direction, to make something 

of oneself. The New Testament in turn frustrates Ursula'S 

religious yearnings because it is allegorical. The physi-

cal world is subordinated to the role of moral and didactic 

argument. Ursula, for example,responds emotionally to the 

image of Christ gathering his beloved to him: 

So He must gather her body to His breast, 
that was strong with a broad bone, and 
which sounded with the beating of tre 
hea rt, and ~'lhich was warm with the life 
of "Thich He partook, the life of the 
running blood. (R, p.286). 

Her intellect, however tells her that this is not the de-

signed impact of the passage: 

V3guely she knew that Christ meant some
thing else; tha t in the vision-world He :
spoke of Jerusalem, something that did 
not exist in the everyday world. It was 
not the houses and factories He would hold 
in His bosom: nor the householders nor fac
tory-workers nor poor people: but something 
that hCl.d no part in the weekday world, nor 
seen nor touched with weekday hands and 
eyes. (R, p. 286) . 

Thus, neither the Old Testament nor the New Testament is 

satisfying to Ursula. 

After this explanation of the Brangwen religion Law-

rence returns the focus to Ursula and her quest for self-

realisation. ~'le are told that she "became aware of herself 

as 3 separate entity in the midst of an unseparate obscurity 

... she r.lUst~o someNhere, shl? must become something" (R, p. 

283). Thus, self-consciousness, 3 feelin~ of isolation 2nd 



a sense of the inconsequential and ragged nature of life are 

r~lated attitudes; and Lawrence stresses that they are symp-

tomatic of blindness rather than of insight, by describing 

them as a Ifcloud" which has gath.ered over Ursula. He sug-

gests, furthermore, that this feeling of self-responsibility 

is something bequeathed to her: "This \'las torment -' indeed, 

to inherit the responsibility of one's life." Ursula's 

ques t for self- realisa tion, then, is a burden placed upon 

her not by Lawrence but by her heritage-- by the discon-

tentedness and centrifugal aspirRtions of her maternal an-

cestors and by the failure of her culture's religion to 

connect the temporal with the eternal and to dispel the 

"cloud II which renders the universe an "obscuri ty", It is im-

portant to note, therefore, that Ursula is not presented as 

a stereotyped liberationist, as Kate Millett suggestsc
2l 

Rather, her situation is sensitively evoked by Lawrence and 

her every IDov-e in her search &1" independence is presented as 

a laceration of her intensely reticent nature: "In coming 

out and earning her living she had made a strong, cruel move 

tovrards freeing herself" (R, p.LW6). The move is cruel, not 

because of the suffering she experiences at the hands of 

others, but because, "she had paid a great price out of her 

own soul." 

After his description of the Erangwen religion, Law-

renee returns the focus to Ursllla 8S she turns to the ";nan's 

Horl" ". Thls is neither ,q v'II'm tary nor a h3PPY dec j.s ion: 
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her liberationist tendenc~es are consequent upon her reli-

gious frustrations. The religion she has been raised to 

accept fails in its rainbow role of asserting the eternal 

and dynamic relationship between the individual and the 

universe, the finite and the infinite which Ursula longs to 

acknowledge. The cause of her dissatisfaction has been 10-

cated. Her liberationist tendencies are the direct result 

of her dissatisfaction and confusion. The early sections 

of The Rainbow are therefore intrinsic to our understanding 

of Ursula's nature and aspirations. They should not be 

passecl over as Lawrence's feigned approval of female aspira

tion~, as Kate Millett leads us to believe. 

Ursula now meets Anton, and not surprisingly her re-

la tionship ,,,,i th him cons ti tutes her a ttempt to assert her in-

dependence and overcome her longing for a godly lover. It 

will be a way for her to achieve separateness and individual-

ity: "She lay hold of him for her dreams. Here was one such 

as those Sons of God who saw the daughters of men, that they 

VJere fair." Critics have seized upon th.e portrayal of this 

stage of Ursula's life a8 overtly anti-feminist. Deborah 

Core declares tr.at Ursula is portrayed as a 

... vampire who sucks ou:c Skrebensky's vital 
soul during sex. After one encounter his 
'core ' is gone. He is progressively reduced 
by her, fearful of ~~ath and Ursula which are 
linked in his mind. LL 

Kate Millett attributes the breatdown of Skrebensky to Law-

renee 's anxious desire to teach "a lesson hm'l monstrO:lS the 
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nei1" woman can be. ,,23 Wi thou.t ques tion Ursula is a modern 

woman. She does cut herself free from the Christianity of 

her parents and reje(::,~ the stifling seclu.sion of family 

life. She later defies both traditional and paternal autho-

rity by taking a position in a school and achieving freedom 

from sexual inhibition. She is, however, no monster. La vl-

rence sympathetically portrays her as a modernJ but con-

fused, liberated 1!J"oman in search of identity: "How to act, 

that ~'las the ques tion? Whither to go, hm'l to beconie oneself." 

Hhile I vlOuld agree ~1"ith Kate Millett, in certain instances, 

that Lav.Jrence portrays the modern intellectual VlOman as cor-

rupt (for example, Hermione, ~Hnif·red Inger), I l'lould also 

point out that it is equally true to say that he attributes 

the same quality to the modern intellect~al man, as one 

might note in the depiction of Gerald, of Ursula's Uncle Tom, 

or Anton Skrebensky. Such men are not sterile because of 

Lm'rrence's "class hatred ", as Millett suggests,24 in commen-

ting that Lavlrence is eager to "execute" Sl<:rebensky because 

he i8 An ",qristocr'at, col.onialist and snob"-- rather., Law-

~C'ence is seel<:i~g to r:ml<:e the point that snch men have fallen 

pre;,/ to the v:=Jllles "'hich modern society holds IIp as snpreme-

ly masculine. Th.~y strive for power to control, to dorrlinate) 

to succeed at whatever social level; in the world of poli-

tics. b:tSiness J r)r:::erson[1l rela tio!1ships. TTrsnla takes ..'\n-

ton's military bearinz for stren~th of identity. In her at-

traction to hjfl she ~s repeating her mother's attraction to 
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his titled Polish father, and Tom's love of a Polish land-

owner's daughter. She mistakes him for one of the Sons of 

God: 

He was no son of Adam. Adam was servile. Had 
not Adam been driven cringing out of his na
tive place, had not the human race been a 
beggar ever since, seeking its own being? 
But Anton Skrebensky could not beg. He was 
in possession of himself, of tha~ and no 
more. Other people could not really give 
him anything nor take anything from him. His 
soul stood alone. (R, p.292). 

As Gudrun does later "Tith Gerald, Ursula fails to recognise 

that Anton's rigidity masks his inner sterility. The epi-

sode with the barge family alerts Ursula to the contrast be-

ti'feen the bargeman's flexible male confidence and Skreben-

sky's insecure conventionality .. Skrebensky~ ~[e realise, is 

a man who is dead to "his own intrins ic life IT, his se If lies 

in the established order of things. He is capable of exis-

ting in only one dimension and can understand only the physi-

cal passion of love. He cannot, therefore, be a satis~ac-

tory male partner for Ursula; this inadequacy brings out the 

destructive side of her nature. Skrebensky cannot lead her 

into the ITunkno,'Tn" and fulfill her: for she believes tha t 

"the human soul at itn maximum wants a sense of the infinite!' 

(R: p.303). 

Under the moon Ursula does discover her own '~axi-

mum Belf lJ
; but :tn the process she annihilates Anton and the 

lover in herself. The writing in thin scene is spasmodic 

ann jerk~r a nd cantu res the fric t innal s coxuc:li ty of t~e rna Ie 
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and female wills in conflict. Lawrence is objective in his 

treatment of the incident. The repetition of the word "and" 

captures Skrebensky I s jerky, awkvmrd movements as he is 

sexually aroused, yet frightened: 

His will vms set and straining '1ith all its 
tension to encompass him and compel her. 
If he could only compel her. He seemed to 
be annihilated. She 'I,ras cold and hard and 
compact of brilliance as the moon itself, 
and beyond him, never to be grasped or 
known. If he could only set a bond and 
compel her! (R, p.320). 

At this stage we surely feel our sympathies leaning towards 

Ursula, who llsubmitted lI. Hm'Tever, as the struggle continues 

Ursula IS soul lIcrys tallised vii th triwnph,and his soul vTaS 

dissolved with agony and annihilation. So sh.e h.eld him 

there annihilated. She had triwnphed: he was not any more. II 

Quoted out of context this does appear to represent Ursula 

as overbearing and monster-like. When considered in the ar-

tistic context, however, such scenes or statements, which 

sound alienating in the abstract, often contain elements 

which thoroughly transvalue the interpretation lent them by 

polemicists such as Kate Millett. In the case of this inci-

cident, it is important to note that both sides of the strug-

ele have been conveyed with equal force. Skrebensky, in his 

fearful assertiveness, is as forceful as Ursula: 

He mus t I'leave himself round [ler, enc lose her in 
9 net of Sh8rloW, nf darkn0ss, so she wo~ld be 
like 3 bri3ht creature gleaming in a net of 8ha
d')\'fs, cAnght. Then he "[('\lId hav8 her, he T:Jo'Jld 
pn~ay her. How h~ wnuld enjoy her: when she 
Has caught. (p, p.320). 
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We realise that the relationship between Ursula and Anton 

could never be satisfying. This is confirmed by a comment 

made by Lawrence in Apocalypse: 

To yield entirely to love would be to be 
absorbed, which is the death of the indivi
dual: for the individual must hold his own 
or he ceases to be free and individual ... 
And the modern man or woman cannot conceive 
of himself, herself, save as an individual. 
And the individual in man or woman is bound 
to kill, at last, the lover in himself or 
herself. 2 5 

Applying this to the relationship between Ursula ahd Anton, 

Ursula does not "yield entirely to love", rather, she moves 

towards defining herself as an individual. But, as the 

final lines of the above qL1otation foretell, in lIannihila-

ting him" ~he IIbruised herEoelf ll
• The "nothingness ll that she 

experiences after her IItriumoh ll is the void which surround8 

the ind ividua 1. 

Following this, Ursula turns for the last time to 

the Bible and to the story of Noah, IIbut Ursula was not 

moved by the his tory th is morning. II (R, p. 325). As be fore: 

she approaches the story as history rather than as myth~ and 

in doing so comes to the conclusion that it is a tole of 

politics and materialism. She decides that the 3ible is his-

tory and not the vision world to which she feels a tie. 

Having looked at ~.t from a lar~~er perspective she nO\'1 feels 

freed from it: 1I~'Thatever God was, He ~\fas, flnd there '/'las no 

need far her to trouble about HiM. She felt she had now all 

1 i ·c·-:o n (' c> II ( -q y; 'J? 0'':; ) . ~ ._. " .. , . _., .:.'" -)~. " !'Licence" 1s, of CO'lYSe, not l,..lberty ~ 
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history the final answer. But the episode marks the begin-

ning of a third phase in the questioning of her heritage, 

which is given expression in the philoso:phy of religion '!rhich 

she formulates under the infl~ence of Winifred Inger. 

LavTrence IS trea tmen t of the reia t ions h ip be tween 

Winifred and Ursula has been declared unsympathetic. Bar-

bara Hardy comments that: 
.-- ., 

He \ Lawrence: yearns after touch and tender-
ness in male""' friendshj_p but finds lesbianism 
repulsive. 26 

Deborah Core similarly su.ggeste that LaT/JTence ShO\.<lS "disdain 

for fema le a lliances II and "the essen tia 1 dead ness of them 1!27 

while Simone de Beauvoir argues tha t Lawrence has :I!a horror 

of lesbians 11,28 Kate Millett is particularly indignant about 

Lawrence's treatment of this relationship: 

Winifred Inger illustrates even more clearly 
the dan2ere of feminism. Lawrence has re
cC)llrse here to adjectives such as "corrup
tion II and entitles the chapter where tt oc
c:J.rs as If Shame If, •• To Gake his contempt 
perfectly clear, Lawrence marrtes Hinifred I 

off to an jndustrial1st, declaring th8t 
both are mere idolators 0f ~acninery; the 
match is so Ilnlikely 1t con Ot!l,? eerve as 
p!J.nishment. 2 9 

I would su~~est that KAte Millett is wr~n~ to concl~de that 

the title "ShaPle lf is indicntive that Lawrence is ,~rlti-rlOrno-

sexual in ()is vte~vs. It is chDroct2risU,c of K.'1te Mill .. ~tt 

1n th? text. It is im~er~tiv~ to !ct the voice of th p rovel 

"~h"'m"''' ;("0 "-he rae 1; ~....... J \ • '._ .:..... ... : L LIe ..L r'1 .:; experiences 
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Lawrence's value jl~dgement of the relationship. The "shame", 

if any, is surely in Winifred's marriage to Tom. I would 

argue that Lawrence's portrayal of Winifred is sufficiently 

objective for it not to matter what his personal bias towards 

the modern intellectual woman may be. It is no doubt true 

that he considers homosexuality as a kind of perversion, but 

this does not mean to say that he is unsympathetic to the 

possible reasons for its existence in Winifred's case. Win i-

fred's homosexuality is attributed to social pressures, as 

I will show, and it is not therefore necessarily an indict-

ment of feminism, as Kate Millett believes. 

A t firs t liTinifred is sympa the t ica lly portrayed: "She 

was a beautiful woman of twenty-eight, a fearless seeming 

clean type of modern girl whose very independence betrays her 

sorrow ... yet there was an infinite poignancy about her, a 

great pathos about her lonely prc)Udly closed mouth" (R, p.336). 
- -

Her relationship with Ursula is subtly and sensitively evoked. 

Lawrence's writin3 becomes soft and sensuous in rhythm: 

NOW, ah now, she was swimming in the same wElter 
with her dear mistress. The ~irl moved her 
limbs voluptuously, and swam by herself, deli
Ciously, yet with a craving of unsatisfaction. 
She vmnt~d to tou.cn tIle other, t·;) touch her, to 
feel rler. (R,p.338). 

This is followed by a release of ener]y: "The bodies :;f the 

two women tOllched, heaved a.::;ainst each other for a moment, 

then were Lqwrence's reportin~ JS 

objective; ~lis el~lpnasis is upon the emotion rather than Ll.pon 

the fact tnai they are women. He evokes the real and deep 
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emotion of the relatirmship, mainly from Ursu.la 's point of 

view, in contrast to the dry, mechAnical relationship be

tween Tom and \~inifred. The attraction is not only a sexual 

one, however. Winifred enlarges Ursula's experience in a 

number of ways; humanising religion, discussing philosophy, 

introducing her to the woman's move~ent. At the same time 

she is confused: "It was a strange vlorld the girl was swept 

into, like a chaos, like the end of the world. She was too 

young to understand it all. Yet the inoCUlation passed into 

her, through her love for her mistress." (R, p.343). The; 

whole incident shows us that Ursula is not yet independent. 

She is easily influenced by Winifred, who "V13nted to bring 

Urs nla to her pos i tion of thOLlgh t ". (R, p. 341) . The episode 

is perhaps a necessary phase for Ursula, who is still groping 

towards rna turi ty. ~'Tinifred sugges ts to Ursula tha t religion 

is merely the projection of man's aspirations and needs. 

Conseq'J.en t1y ,- Urs ula is "brought to the cone lus ion -tha t human 

desire is the criterion of all truth and all ~ood. Truth 

does not lie beyond humanity, but it is one of the products 

of the human mind and feeling." Therefore, "there is really 

nothinc; to fea r II (R, p. 342) beca use there is nothing beyond 

man to be afra iel of. "Gradua lly it dm'med upon Ursula tha t 

all religion she k~ew was but a particular clothin3 to a 

hUEmD aspirDt1on" (R, :9.341). Ursula's nei'l re11.:;10n will be 

b8sed on the pr::Lnc ip le r)f sepa ra teness, on "kno\'lint~ herse lf 

different from nnd separate from t~e ~reat, conflictin; uni-
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verse tha t was not herself." (F., p. 343) • 

Ursula predictab~ tires of Hinifred, who is des

cribed as "masculine" and "clumsy". Again, it is important 

to be aware that the description of the school mistress is 

presented through Ursula's eyes and is not necessarily Law-

rence's indictment of such a 1;<lOman .. It is not H"inifred's 

femaleness that finally disturbs Ursula or Lawrence, it is 

the way her intellectuality subverts her femaleness. Ursula 

rejects Winifred and her Uncle Tom, whom she once loved, be-

cause she sees them, in her coming maturity, as assoclated 

with the machine. Sh.e recognises tha t Winifred is spiri tual-

ly void, full of negation towards life .. The blame for this 

is placed on industrial society. The "real mistr2ss\r· o f Tom 

and v.linifred "was the machine": 

Brangwen had reached the age when he wanted 
children. Neither marriage nor the domestic 
establishment meant anything to him. He wan
ted to propagat~ hims€llf. He had the ins-tinct 
of growing inertia ..• He would let the machine 
carry him ..• As for l1inifred, she vms an edu
ca ted vroman, and of th= same sort as himself. 
She would make a good companion. She was his 
mate. (R, p.352). 

I would suggest, then, that rather than displaying anti-

feminist bias in this section of t~ novel, Lawrence is dis-

playing a keen awareness of the influence that industrial so-

ciety may have upon the individual and his personal relation-

ships. 

Whereas the first three chapters devoted to Ursula's 

education were replete with 3ibl~cal issues, in the next 
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three there is a conspicuous ~bsence of Biblical all~sions. 

In these last three chapters Ursula is now attempting to 

live according to her own credo. 

After passing her matriculation exam Ursula returns 

to Cossetho.y. "Now she had come home to face that empty 

period. betNeen school and possible marriage!,' (R, p.353). 

She must conform, like Dorot~ea, to an established femi~ine 

pattern. The primary battle between Anna and Ursula con-

tinues: "Mrs. Brangv'Ten was so complacent, so utterly ful-

filled in her breeding •.. How Ursula resented it, how she 

fought against the close, limited life of herded domesticity!" 

(R, p.354). Finally she writes to her schoolmistress, who 

advises her to teach: 

I shall be pleased to see one of my girls 
win her own economic independence, which 
means so much mor~ than it seems. I shall 
be glad indeed to know that o~e more of my 
girls has provided herself the means of 
free~om to choose for herself. (R2 _p.358). 

Thus, UY'sula enters tlle "man's "lorlc1" t'lhere she attempts to 

p~t her theory of personality and self-sufficiency into prac-

tice. She becomes a teacher, fin3ncially independent and 

pc!')-31 rnther tmn subordinate to Den. In her teachins she 

tries the personal Approach. ~his fails ~nd she is forced 

to 8dj'lSt to the demands of the system. The prison i:nagery 

which domi~8te$ Lnwr~ncer8 descri~tio~ of Philip'S js 
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suffers greatly because she must deny the personal self so 

important to her, she is proud of th2 self-awareness and so-

cial independence she is gaining. Even though she realises' 

that she possesses only a meagre social self in an institu-

tion where lithe real was all outside her ll
, she does develop 

an internal reality of her own. Although her individual soul 

must be kept at work, it does have lIits growth elselovhere ll
, 

for she dreams of a time when she will get to lithe somev-lhere 

inside her. II Also, despite the fact that she must 'brutalise ll 

herself by becoming an instrument of tyranny towards her 

scholars, she is nonetheless proving that she can hold her 

place in a man's world and thus overcome the traditional li-

mitations placed upon her sex. In submitting temporarily to 

the will of Mr. Harby and his institution, Ursula is assuring 

herself economically of a college education. Ursula consi-

ders her experience to be a qualified success. The portrayal 

of this phase- of her life is not therefore- on-e- of a woman ,,-Tho 

fails at ,,york, nor is there a "current of bitter animosity 

which runs throughout Lawrence's description of Ursula's in-

vas ion of the ~D 'mysteriously man's world I II.J 3S Kate Millett 

believes. What we 3re shown is the vnriety of forces from 

family to administration, which may make it difficult for a 

wo~an, or indeed any sensitive person, to s~ccced in teachinG, 

If anythhl,'3, Ursula ISS uffe ring, bOVl a t school and 13 te r :1 t 

university, ~r~ points ~~ her favour: she d~es not 3dnpt w~ll 



During her period at st. Philip's Ursula strikes up 

3n'other friendship ,·vith a woman-- Maggie Schofield. Ursula 

is drct:m to Maggie because of her ability to handle the 

difficult work situation without becoming corrupted by it. 

Maggie becomes Ursula's new model: '~rsula enVied and ad-

mired Maggie. She herself had s till to get 1'lha t Maggie had 

got" (R, p. 391). The friendship between the girls is sen

sitively evoked by Lavvrence, and those who claim th.at he is an 

anti-feminist writer would do well to consider his portrayal 

of this and other female relationships. I suggested earlier 

tha t Lawrence was one of the firs t \.rri ters to inves tiga te the 

possibilities of the mother-daughter relationship. Virginia 

Woolf 'remarl.;:ed tha t in li tera ture "so much has been left out, 

unattempted ... I tried to remember any case in the course of 

my reading where two women are represented as friends. ,,31 

It was noted earlier that the relationship between Winifred 
- - -

and Ursula was sympathetically portrayed, and this is also 

true of the Ursula-Maggie friendship. The latter is a far 

healthier relationship, howev~r. Ursula a~d MaJsie are ~ot 

en3a':~ed ir: ·3 power st,'iJ.:j£;le, 38 !las been tlle C82e :'n Ursula 's 

previous relationships. Also, r~tner th~n beiG~ totally 

r1':=:r mm stand on tsslles. 'I';lis is an indication that Ursu18 
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passionate knowledge of religion and living far transcending 

the limits of the automatic system that contained the vote" 

(R, p.406). 

Ursula has begun to realise her aspira tions: "She 

had a standing ground nm'l apart from her parents II (R, p.370). 

At the same time, however, she becomes aware of the meaning-

lessness of her success and of the need for a different way 

to realise oneself. Despite her material success, 

She felt that somewhere, in something, she 
was not free. i\nd she wanted to be. She was 
in revolt ..• For once she were free she could 
get somewhere. Ah, the wonderful, real some
where that was beyond her, the somewhere that 
she felt deep, deep inside her. (R, p.406). 

As earlier, Nhen "she was dissatisfied but not fit as yet to 

criticise", so now "her fundamental organic l\.nowled~e had as 

yet to take form and rise to utterance II (R, p.406). Ursula 

rejects the suffragette movement because she seeks freedom 

that is more natural and complete than the vote could give. 

She rejects marriage with Anthony Schofield because the natu-

ral fulfilment he offers her \Ilould not give her freedom 

ei ther. He offers her rootedness ~\1i thout transcendence. She 

was, sile realises, "a traveller on the face of the earth, ancl 

he was an isola ted crea t!_lre liViD,s in the fulfillment Df his 

mvn senses II (R, p.417). So far Ursula has only Clppeared to 

learn 'llha t she is not: "She WRS full of rejectian, of !'ef:l-

s31 ... That which G~e was 
\I 

unrevealc:d 
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Armed with this nc,lf-found awareness, Ursula goes to 

college only to find that it is very little different from 

the schoolroom: 

It pretended to ~xist by the religious virtue, 
of knowledge. But the religious virtue of 
knowledge was become a flunkey to the god of 
material success. (R, p.435). 

Kate Millett, quoting the sentence, "she would take h.er de-

gree, and she would, ah, she would perhaps be a big woman 

and lead a movement" (R, p. 407), dec lares tha t Lawrence "ri-

dicules [ursula's] ambitions .. Lawrence causes her to fail 

her final examinations; go down in defeat without her coveted 

B.A., and end her life a contented housekeeper. "32 Surely, 

however, this misinterprets the facts. Lawrence certainly 

does not "cause" Ursula to fail her exams, nor, as life will 

see in discussing Women in Love, does Ursula simply accept 

life as a "contented housekeeper". Indeed, throughout The 

Rainbow, we have seen her explicitly rejecting her own 

mother as a female model. Also, "ridicules" quite misses 

Lawrence's tone. Learning was to have been a new religion 

and fulfillment for Ursula. Nm'l, "she was sick of this long 

service at t~le inner commercial shrine!;, yet what else was 

there? Was life all this and this only? Everywhere, every-

thinG ~"as debased to the same service" (R, p. 435). It i.S in 

this mood that she meets Dr. Fn;nkstone, anoth.pr "scientific" 

w~~an, ~ docto~ 0f physic3, ~ho den~cs that th~re is any 



ch.emical activities. II (R, p. 41.1-0). Having 31ready exnanded 

her sense of identity to encompass the da rkness-- IITha t v'lhich 

she lvas., positively vms dark and unrevealed .•. It Has like a 

seed buried in dry ashll (R, p.437), Ursula only h.a,s to arti-

culate her observations from her biology studies in order 

to answer Dr. Frankstone's sterile theory. Ursula~s inspi-

rational vision through. a microscope makes her realise the 

foolishness of claiming tha t IIbeyond Ollr light and order 

there is nothing" (R, p.44.J). She has·a glimpse of some-

thing working entirely apart from the human purpose of the 

human world. She concludes from her study of unicellular or-

-', ganisms that the mjstery of life is the mystery of identity. 

Life is distinguished from non-life in appearing from the 

s tart as an organism lIin tended to be i tse If II (R, p. 441) . 

She decides the t self is "a being infinite. Self was a one-

ness with the infinite. To be oneself was a supreme, glea~ 

ffiing trillm-pl1 of infinity" (R, p. 441) . Thus inspired, Urs ula 

leaves her microscope, rejects her books and runs to meet 

Sl<;:re bensky, lithe nei-v life -' the rea li ty. rr Aga in the re 13 t1on-

ship is a failure. Ursula expects n sexual union which will 

help her to transcend herself in "oneness with the infinite" 

life force o~tside her. Skr~bensky is, however, the dese-

crated product of the "man '0 1'/0rld rr and cannot withstand the 

d~manding intensity ~f a relationship with Ursula. Skreben-

he 2imply mnrries a conventional, less assertive woman 9nd 
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goes of f to I ndj_3 as a colonia 1 adminis tra t o r . Ho I' is Ursula 

a "monster "_- she is a mode rn Homan who has freed herself 

from the constraints of the PAst but has fallen victim to the 

equa l ly limiting forces of t he present . 

Urs Ll la is left with a choice "between be ing Mrs . 

Sl<:rebensky o r being Ursula Brangwen~ spinster, schoolmistress 1I 

( p. , p . h74 ) . It appears that we a r e go i ng to be offered the 

despai ring closure of many r ea l ist novels; the choice of mar-

rta ge or a career : 

She [UrsuJal had failed in her examination : 
she had gone down : she had not taken her 
d 2gree . It \'ras a bl ow to her .. . ' It doesn ' t 
matter;' he said . 'What are the odds, whe 
ther you are a Ba chelor of Arts or not , a c
co~ding to the London University? Al l you 
kn ow , you know, and if you are Mrs . Skreben
s ky the B. A. is meanin~less , (R . 0 . 474). 

u C).,;..I. I 

The implication is that 3S Mrs. Skrebensky Ursula would be 

fulftlled. Ursula r ejects the offer of marriage, however; 

and Lawrence takes us beyond the conventiona l conclusion of 

novels which close with a suitable marriage-- 3S in works by 

such authors a s Jane Auste n, Cha rlotte Bronte , and in cer-

tain novels by Eliot . The Rainbow 0 r opes towards another 

end ins : 

She hated most of all enterin~ the bondaze of 
teachinz once more . Very heartily sh e detes 
ted it. yr::t .a, t t he thnu ,gh t of !~lal'T'--::tge a nd 
livtng \'lith Slo:ebensky amid the Eu, r, Dean :J:JpU

lation in India, her 80ul W2S lockpd a nd would 
not bu0 r~ (? Sh~ h3d ve-r,y U, tt le f0~lj LS ' bO 'lt 
:Lt : nnl ~' there 1,':8S a riearilocL~ (R, ::; . 4711-) . 

In ~ M00d o f fnlse 
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self-abnegation, she writes a self-critical letter to Skre-

bensky. She believes she is disciplining herself as her 

mother did: 

She h.ad been lvrong, she had been arrogant 
and wicked, wanting that other thing, that 
fantastic freedom, that illusory, conceited 
fulfilment wh.ich she h.ad imagined she could 
not have with Skrebensky. Who was she to be 
wanting some fantastic fulfilment in her 
life? T/las it not enough that she h.ad her 
man, her children, her place of shelter un
der th.e sun? vTas it not enollgh for her, as 
it had been enough for her mother? She 
would marry and love her husband and fill her 
place simply. That lvas the ideal. (R, p.485). 

Ursula convinces herself that in accepting this role, l~t 

leas t she was a i;voman If (R, p. L~86) • In the light of her 

earlier experiences and her yearning for "somethinf!; '..mknown" 

we realise that this is a decision of self-abnegation, a form 

of self-destruction. It is in this mood that Ursula meets 

the horses. In their article on The Rainbow, Ordelle Hill 

and Potter"~voodbery declare th.at "Ursula Brangv.len, through 

her recognition of the masculine force of the horse, admits 

the defeat of her hope for independent fulfillment. "33 I 

would agree tha t the horses might. be seen as Ursula IS r'eco.,:;:-

nition of the male principle, particularly in the light of 

Lawrenc~fs descriptirn of the horses' psychological meaning 

• T:\ L • f L h IJ . ~}+ 111 ~an~aSla n ~. e nconscl01s.- I do not concur, however, 

with Hill's and W0odbery'~ o~inion th3t the episode leads to 

"the defeat of ;1er ~rl'2uLa 10 ~onp fa"!.' inder>erJ'lent f'u~.fill

ment. II RatheT~ 1 v[()u1d sl)G:o:est that Urs:~la 's encotmter I,vito) 

the horses .is ~h,=, firs t ')f trH''22 steps th3 t she J::okes tc.'wa rd:::; 



enligh tenment. In order to fully Imders tand the meaning of 

the incident, we need to go back to the conclusions which 

Ursula had drawn a t college. It I'TaS noted earlier tha t her 

biological studies encouraged her to conclude that '~elf 

was a oneness with the infinite. To be oneself ~vas a supremE; 

gleaming triumph of infinity" (R, p.441). Following this she 

returns to Skrebensky and decides that she is ~no mere Ursula 

Brangwen. She was \foman, she was the whole of Woman in the 

human order. All containing, unj_versal, how should she be 

limited to individuality?" (R, p.444). Ursula is labouring 

under a misconception which Lawrence discusses in his essay 

"Democ racy": 

... when you have extended your ·conscious
ness, even to infinity, what then? Do you 
really become God? When in your understan~_ 
ding you embrace everything, then surely 
you are divine? But no! With a nasty bump 
you have to come down and realise that, in 
spite of your infinite comprehenSion, you 
are not really any other than you were be
Tore:- not a b-it-more -divine or superhuman or 
enlarged. Your consciousness is not you: 
that is the sad lesson you learn in your su-

~r:; 
perhuman flight of infinite understanding.-J J 

Ursula's error, then, lies in her belief that the individual 

can become commensurate with the cosmos. In his essay "Life;' 

Lawrence observes: 

There is an arrival in us from the unknown, 
from the primal ~nknown whence all creation 
issues. Did we call for this ~rrival, did 
we summon the new being, did we com~and the 
ne\'! crea tion of O\lyse Ive::::, the new fulfil--

In 



attain this knowledge of herself and her relationship to the 

cosmos. She writes to Skrebensky telling him that she will 

marry him. "She was aware, however, of a gathering restive-

ness, a tumult impending within her. She tried to run away 

from it ... ," S[le feels "tll.e seething rising to madness ° .f-' ~'ll uQ-

in her" (R, p.486) and believes that "srle must beat her vIaY 

back through all this fluctuation, back to stability and se-

curity" (R, p.487). It is interesting to relate La~'frence IS 

comments in his essay, "The Reality of Peace" to Ursula's 

psychological state: 

... so much free will have we: ~f life comes 
to us like a potentiality of transcendence, 
we must yield our ultimate will to the un
knoco,m impLllse or rer.1ain outside: abide alone~ 
like the corn of wheat, outside the river of 
life ...• So much free will there is. There 
is the free will to choose between submitti~z 
the will, and so becoming a spark in a great 
tendency, or witholding the will, curling up 
within the will, and so rer.1aining outside, 
exempt from life or death.37 

Skrebensky cannot give way to the irrational side of his 

nature. vie see him "struggling amid an aShen-dry, cold 

1,rlorld 'Jf rigidity, dead ',ralls 3nd mecb2.nico.l traffic, and 

creeping, spectre-lU::.e people il (R, p.457). This is no doubt 

pnrtly the res~llt ()f his impend1ng fo.ilure 1'lith Urs'_:l:?. In 

contrast, we see Ursuln, in her enco~nter with the horses, 

E\c~~nO\'Jledgin;.:; the l'rcsence of "some t!1ing else ". The onl~i 

real eVidence cf the objectiv~ presence of the horses is the 

f3Ct that Ursul3 finally escapes by physical naans. She 



actually menacing her. Even with the horses there, however, 

the scene is hallucinatory, a nightmare, as Ursula becomes 

aware of the horses without and within. They are a power 

over which she has no control. They are a force whibh will 

destroy her stability. The opportunity is there for her "to 

pass out to the high-road and the ordered t'JOrld of men" (R, 

p.489)..,.- to marriage or teaching. The h.orses confuse her, 

however--- there is something else-- "that something she 

had longed for." In hesitating and not taking the path back 

to stability, Ursula has given "my to [ler irrational impulse, 

"and the weight came down upon her, to the moment of extinc

tion." "It \Aras the crisis" (R, p.489). Ursula has acknov{

ledged the presence of the h8rses and through an act of will, 

climbing a tree, she finally defeats them. The scene is 

reminiscent of the Noah story. The high-flown language 

evol\.es the atmosphere of the flood-- "great veils of rain 

-stlingiftg-vf1::th-sloVl, floating waves acro-ss tt1e--lands-cape"--

"the vas t booming overhead vibra ted dmm ..• II - - "Lil<;:e cir

cles of lightning came the flash of hoofs out of the power

ful flanks" (R, p. 488). 'J.'he horses come to symbolically 

re-enact the history of the world as first they threaten 

Ursula, just as the clouds ttlrca ten before a storm, block 

her way back to her old self, as the waters washed away the 

old world, and finally overtake her and fill her with apprc-

hension about the future. It is the criSiS, the fleod, the 

end of the world, the end of the old self. Cnc person will 
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be saved-- Noah. Ursula is a Noah figure. "She lay still 

a long .L • • Glme .•• In her fine isolation ••• As she sat there, 

spent, time and the flux of change passed altJaY from her, she 

lay as if unconscious upon the bed of the stream, unalterable 

and passive, sunk to the bottom of all change" (R, p.490). 

Suddenly, she becomes aware of voices-- it is the colliers, 

whom Lawrence never forgets, "tramping heavily up the \'let 

road fI (R, p. 490) . The IIcris is" is gene ra1, not particular to 

Ursula. Ursula has come through. As she staggers home she 

feels that she will find lithe bottom of all things II. During 

her illness, "amid the ache of delirium, she tlad a dull firm-

ness of being, a sense of permanency •.• like the stone at the 

bottom of the river ..• Her soul lay still and permanent) full 

of pain, but itself forever" (n, p.490). The old self has 

been destroyed, and she has sunk to the depths from which sh~ 

can be reborn. In her delir:Lur:J. she claims freedom from her 

family -' from -Antcm, from society and tradi t-ion in a way no 

other Brangwen has done before. Hhen she ret:"1rns to con-

sciousness thsnewR that she has lost Skrebensky and his 

child only serves tn confirm h~r breal~ :'lith the past l'lhich 

she has ."llr,?.'3dy 8ccomplished i)sychologic311y. LH:.e flacorns 

tn Februaryll, w:i_th "shells burst 'lna discarded and the ker-

nel issued naked to ;)ut itself forth", so UrsulA is lithe 
.L 
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all cast-off like a year that has 30ne by, whilst the kernel 

was free and naked and striving tc take new root, to create 

a nel'T knmvledge of Eternity in the flux of Time" (H, p. }-l-93) . 

The second step Ursula takes towards enlightenment about her 

re1a tion to the cosmos is ini tia ted by a let ter form Anton. 

She comes to the realisation that: 

It I'ras not for her to crea te, but to recog
nise a man created by God. The man should 
come from the infinite and she should hail II 

him. She lvaS glad she had nothing to do 
wi th his crea tion. She t'las glad tha t this 
lay within the scope of that vaster power 
in v[hich she rested at last. The man would 
come out of Eternity to which she herself 
be longed. (R, p. L~94) • 

In being prepared to IIhail" the man, Ursula is not bovling 

dmm to the male principle j nor is she accepting defea t. 

Rather, she is discovering vlhat vie might call "joyous inde-

d " pen ence , a state Lawrence sanctions in his essay 

At no moment can man create himself. He 
can but submit to the creator, to the 

-prima-l nnimown out -u-f- l"rhich issues- -the a 11-; 
At every moment we issue 1i1\.e a balanced 
flame from the primal unknown. Vre are not 
self-contained or self-accomplished. At 
every moment l,'fe derive from the unkn~wn.38 

"Life" : 

In order to fulfill the innate identity Lawrence attributes 

to ~J.S we mus t obey th.e will of our c rea. tor, an expressed 

through our own deeper desires. Ursula's finnl vision of 

the rainbo'v'l si;;nifies that she has come t.) em underst3nd~~1g 

of her relation tc the 20nmos. She realines that the rnin-

bow is 3. mythic 8n2 and as such can 2~3n time and place, for, 



mythical rainbov[ it has relevance nm1 for Ursula, just as it 

i'ms a sign of the new covenant for NDah. Thus, Ursula's re-

ligious frustrations have been appeased. She has learnt to 

connect the temporal v.rith the eternal, to relate the history 

of the world to her own personal history, to lihk the eter

nal vli th her "vJ"eekday" vJOrld. No longer is the s tory of 

Noah "history" to her, it has mythic significance and as such 

is relevant to her now. Lawrence has traced Ursula's move-

ment from a confused adolescent, to a VlOman Hho is self-

a"rare, IIfl:t to crl·+-l·cl·""'''' TTp have lr·tnes .... ~d her d vel p _"_ _ v ~~ h-. ~l 08 e 0-

ment from a time i-'>Then she was "dissatisfied, but not fit as 

yet to criticise" to a stage where "her fundamental knowledge 

had as yet to take form and rise to utterance-- and there 

remained ah'lays the vmnt she could put no name to ". .• "she 

could not understand what it all vms", through to a final 

ability to articulate her "fundamental, organic Knowledge".39 

recognises her position in relation to the outside world, sa 

Ursula becomes aware of the world carrying on despite her 

personal crisis. As she lookS out at the miners and their 

lives she 1s filled with despair un~il she becomes aware of 

the r2inbow which she interprets as a sign cf hope-- a si~n 

that society nnd personality m~~t be rebarn: 

~nd the Teinbow stood nn t~e eArth. Sho 
~new that the sordid people who crept 
hard-scAled ~nd sep~r~te ~n the fRce of 
the ~or~df3 corru~t~~n ~er~ l~vi~g still~ 
t I1.'J t the l'3inbo';I ';!Fl::: ~ ""~hed in tl1eil~ 

b100d an1 would q~iv?r to li~e i~ t~eir 
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spirit, that they would cast off thejr horny 
coverin~ of disintegration, that ne~ clean, 
nal;:ed bodies vIOuld issue to a new zermina tion, 
to a new growth, rising to the light and the 
i'lind and the clean rain of heaven. She saw 
in the rainbow the earth's new architecture, 
the old, brittle corruption of houses and 
factories s'\lJept avray, the Horle built up in 
a living f~bric of Truth, fitting to the 
over-arching heaven. (R, pp. L~95- 6) . 

Ursula looks at the church tmlJer as earlier Brangwens 

did, and we are reminded that she has maintained continuity 

while increasing her self-consciousness and freedom, even in 

the face of the industrial world. Indeed, the implication 

throLJ_ghou t the nove 1 has been th.e. t Urs ula \iTould move beyond 

earlier Brangvfens in conscious knowledge, social achievement, 

and religious experience. 

An exploration of Urs.ula's development as a liberated 

woman beginning i'lith her religious dilemma, and respecting 

LEH'JrenCe 'G freq~2nt I>rarnings tha t sh.e is confused, enables 

us toreQogni~e the .. app~opriateness_ of the _ conclusi-Gn -tQ -th@ 

novel and the factors ~hich lie behind Ursula's liberationist 

tendenctes. We have seen Ursula explicitly reject the role 

of "contented house1:life" which Ka te l',ullett envisages she 

\'rill accept. She hOG in fact got to tr~e verge of marriG-ge 

2nd has moved beyond it, and indeed Ursula's whole being has 

s2emed to scorn .sn:; notion ()f male supremac;y. Surely 3ny 

feminist critic should be ready to applaud such character 

dcvelr;pment. 



Chapter Four 

Ursula's "voyage of discovery" is continued in vlomen 

in Love, supposedly the sequel to The Rainbow. Kate Millett 

declares that this is the first of Lawrence's novels to be 

"addressed d irec t ly to sexaa 1 poli t iCE:: ". She goes on to sey 

that the novel 

... resumes the campaign against the modern 
l'lOman, represented by Hermione and Gudrun. 
Ursula shall be saved by becoming Birkin's 
wife and ecrw. The other tT:W women are not 
only damned but the enemy,l 

As so often happens in Sexual Politics, Kate Millett, in os-

tensibly summarising the factual evidence of Lawrence's work, 

is ac tually tipping the balance to accomoda te her mm th.eory. 

Women in Love demands close analysis of the text if VIe are 

to come to terms with Lawrence's philosophy. It is only 

thus that we might appreciate the significance of the con-
- - - - - - - -

flicts and torments that his characters experlence, and 

realise that the novel is m~ch more than a forum for Lawren-

tian polemic against \';omen. Having noted this, however, I 

\\fOuld agree tha t in Women ::'n L()ve, the background \'lOnl3n are 

subjacted to closer and more biting scrutiny than were Wini-

fred In~er and Dr. Frankstone'in The Rainbow. It is also 

true tllat sJ.ch women, particularly Hermione, are more vetlc-

mently rej2cted. In fact, Hermione, Sirkin's lover, is per-

hostil2 portrait of 3 woman. 

0b:::;essed I'Tit!! a passion for polemics and is cerebr31 to a 

95 
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fatal extreme, to the extent that she thinks up her emotions. 

It may be true that Lavfrence ShOe,vB little sympathy in his 

presentation of he~ but Hermione is more than a vehicle for 

Lawrence's dogma. Her position in the.early chapters of the 

novel suggests that she is important to the plot. In fact 

she epitomises a sta te ~vhich must be surmounted by any indi-

vidual who wishes to achieve success in a relationship. As 

the novel progresses we realise that her defects are shared 

to some extent by all the characters. It is interesting to 

note also that she shows significant inSight into the diffi-

culties experienced by certain characters. Although her be-

havior is often loathsome, Hermione is also a victim and as 

such should claim our sympathy. L3.vlrence, however, le:1ves 

little room for tllis. She is described as "a woman C)f the 

new schoC)l, full C)f intellectuality, and heavy with nerve 

"'TOrn cansciollsness. II Sh~3 is a.ccepted in the world of culL::.re 

and fntellect "o.nd- seeks to .put hersalf beyond rea.ch of the 

w)rld '2 ju.dgement. ,,2 Yet, of course, her yulnera.bility is 

an indication of insecurity-- and Lawrence points this out 

';)y tell1nc; us that "she ahomys felt vulner8ble ... 1t T.~as a 

lack of robust self, she ha.d no na.tural suffic1ency, there 

~'ms a terr10le void, a. laci\., 2 deficiency of b21n0 \vithin 

:~ {'> 1''' (T'IL p 1·8) L L .- f',.·. Hermione sums up her own problem during 

the discuss10n with Jirkin in Ursula's cl.3.ssroom: 

'It is the r:lind', sr12 88id, '8nd tt1:J.t is 
dea t:1,! She 1:3.~3Cd her eyes slm"ily to him.: 
'Isn't the mind-- , s~e said, with the con
vulsed movement of her body, 'isn't it our 
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death? Doesn't it destroy all our spon
tanf2;P-ty, all our instincts?' (vJL, p.I~4). 

Lawrence, then, underlines Hermione's problem; he is sensi-

tive to the cause of it. His indictment, it could be argued, 

is not against any particular quality whicb be labels female, 

rather, th.e poi!1t is that Hermione has put her mind to bad 

uses, as have other characters in the novel. It is not that 

she lacks sensuality; the trouble is that she cannot release 

it. from the ideas she has learnt to consider important. Ul-

tima tely, we might deduce tha t Lawrence's harsh and explicit 

judgement of Hermione is levelled against her intellectuality_ 

Lawrence is anti-intellec tua 1 ra ther than anti-feminis t -' for 

Hermione's deficiency is evidently related to her tendency to 

intellectualise: "And all the vThile the penSive, tortured 

vroman piled up [1er own defences of aesthetic knmvledge, and 

culture, and ,/wrld-visions, and diSinterestedness" C;,IL, po18). 

It is impera tive to recognise tha t LaT,v.i:'en~~ .. reJ-ates_ He.rmione 's_ 

character to her class culture, which is very clearly placed 

in the novel. 

It is important to be aware from the beginning that 

\:lomen in Love sets out to explore "death in the mind", and 

Hermione provides an object lesson in how the mind can kill. 

Two charact2rs who share Hermione's characteristics, but to 

a lesser extent, are Gerald and Gudrun. Gudrun Brangwen, 

Ursula's Sister, }resents a n'L)r2 complex character. She is 

be2utiful and emits 2 sense of superiority. Her al~ofness 

is, however, lar~ely a mask f~r the split tetween ~ody and 
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mind. Her sang-froid is willed rather than felt. The open-

ing chapter of the nove 1 s haws a s ide of Gudrun tha t she 

never outgrows-- a detachment which cuts her off from others 

and prevents her from self-expression. In contrast to Her-

mione she does crave for a more sa tisfying exis tence; "Nothin2: 

materialises! Every thing 't1ithers in the bud. II (HL, p.9). 

yet she does not know how to change things because;unlike Ur

sula she has no special goal or deeper inner need to motivate 

her. Birkin correctly analyses her failure as the result of 

a delimited and reduced consciousness" springing from her 

tight self-control-- "she wonlt give herself away-- she's 

always on the defensive" (tTL, p.105). In suppressing her 

true feelings Gudrun denies herself any fulfilment. Her pas-

sions., li1,-e Hermione IS in the paper-w'eight scene, build up 

and are eventually released in destructiveness, "disintegra-

ting th.e vital organic body of life ll (HL, p.50S). Gudrunls 

start th.ey are engaged in a pm-rer struggle. Gudrun can be 

satisfied only ~ith domin8nce or complete submission. Geral~ 

hm'fever, although ~e exerts total r.1nstery over his workers, 

shows less strength of character in personal relationships. 

:.\ par3digIiJ. of his relationship ',1ith Gudrun is to be noted in 

tfle scene Hhere he 311cVls Gujrun to 1.'01'[ hil-:1 home: 

3] her t,'ne he could t·'ll she 1·[a!1t;·:;d to h<:lV·2 

him in t~e ~oat to ~erself, ~nd th~t she W?S 
subtl~l -:.;r3tifiecl t~'Jt ~::h:: ~h()!)lJ Il~V':= pm'!er 
ov~r th~6 toth. ~e ~~V2 ~ics21f, ~n 3 str~nJ2, 
{:l 1 ::> (~ t: ,,; r> ~." b,~ ~ ,,~ ; "n ('·TT. n 1 ()'7 \ 
.-.- - '- .,J A... _.0__ 1_ J. -J~. ___ .,,.,,J: _.. • --', J.:. - ...... I I • 

- -\ 
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Kate Millett declares thRt: 

Gudrun is made the villain of the piece and 
Gerald's death is bla~ed on her, despite 
Lawrence's equally strong desire to have 
Gerald e:x:ecute h2r 9.S the tn teful ~':e\'r Homc:un 
and hi8 rival fer the love of the blond 

? beast . ..) 

Indeed, LaliJTenCe' s portraya I of Gudrun is fa r from compli-

mentary; but he portrays Gerald in no more favourable a light. 

Millett believes that Lawrence is venting his anger against 

the ruling classes in his characterisation of Gerald. It' 

seems to me, however, more plausible to suggest that Lawren-

ce I S intention is tha t we should see Gerald as Gudrun r s mas-

culine parallel. Nevertheless, I do believe that there is 

some jus tifica tloD for feminis t dlscontent over La~'lrence f s 

treatment of Gudrun. In his portrayal of the Gudrun-Gerald 

relationship Lawrence does appear to be making a more ex-

nlicit indictr:lent of female dor:J.inance than he did in the 

Skrebensky-Ursu.la relationshlp-- Gerald's death, as compared 
- - - - - - - ---

with Sl<;:rebens~:;::I's return to a conservative exlstcnce. In 

addition to this, the final chapters of the novel seem to be 

severely critical of GudruD, Rnd her decline, along with that 

of SerI:1ion':.', is set in contrast to Ursula's ::;roHth thro!).f;ll 

h~r rel~tionship with Birkin. However, in spite o! thi8, 

(E',? \'re re'Jlly jUGtified in inf(~rrin; L31Arrence's attitude to-

~'ra I'd::: vmmen, or ~:11}:!,,·~ rrec ise l:;r to':m rn s er1ElDC ipa ted, bohemian 

that she ~x-
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hihits rather than for any trait he would describe as speci-

fically fem8le. Kate Mlllett's point that Gudrun is held 

responsible for Gerald's death also needs qualifying. Bould 

it not be argued that Gerald invites his mm destruction? 

Birkin tells Gerald that 

It takes tVTo people to make a murder: a mur
derer and a murderee. And a murderee is a 
man who is murde ra b Ie. And a man v.Jho is mur
derable is a man l1ho in a profound if hidden 
Ius t desires to be murdered. (I'lL, p. 36) . 

Lawrence stresses throughout the novel Gerald's tendency to-

wards death and destruction. This is underlined by the sug-

gestion that Gerald's killing of his brother VIas no accident: 

without an unconscious wish to kill, one cannot pull the 

trigger of "the emptiest gun in the v1crld" i<Thile someone is 

looking d0wn the barrel. Lawrence also suggests early in the 

novel that Gerald has an unconscious will to be killed: Bir-

lcin declares: "You seem to have a lurking desi:.:e to have your 

sleeve for you." (HL, p. 37). Thi::> is re-emphasised in 

Gerald's final moment of consciousness: "He lvas bound to be 

murdered, he could see it. This was the m2ment when death 

1':0.8 '-_Iplifted, and th~re was no escape ..• He could feel the 

bloH descend irig, he l<;.neT .. r he ':las murdered." CllL, p. 533). Even 

as he succumbs to his desire for death, however, Gerald per-

sists in denyin~ his own self-destructiveness by seeing h~m-
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he parad8xic811y also wants t~ live. It is a~r recognition 

of this fact that leads us t" feel sympathy for him, ~'rhich 

l're do not feel for Gudrun at the end of the novel. 

If anY8ne does diagnose the problem between Gerald 

and Gudrun it is Birkin, in his observation tllat "When the 

stream of syntheti:; crea tien lapses, \'le find ourselves part 

of the inverse process, the blood of destr:.lctive creation.!! 

(l'JL, p.193). Noting that B'irl-cinls diagno3is is correct, and 

the fact that Lav'rrence acknQi,lfledges that the novel was to some 

extent autobiogrephical, critics have tended to assume that 

Birkin is Lawrence's ideal man and spokesman, and that as a 

result there is no authorial distanceJl- It is true that :8ir-

kin's values and those implicit in the text aften coincide. 

His attitudes and ~bserv3tions are often confirmed by the 

events of the novel-- Gerald's fate, Hermione IS limitations--

so that in retrospect much of what he says does seem to have 

to Lavlrence 's n~rrative technique in ~'[omen in Love, in order 

to avoid the re3dy assumptian tha t :S,::n'rrence =-s in ngreement 

with everythinz th3t 2irkin saY8. 

'WC'I:12n :1.n Love is a dramatic narrative in i'lhich rl3rr·3-

tive ,.;or:mu:mtary doer, not pred:)minatc, the story being told in 

the third pe rs on fr8m [l re 13. t i ve 1,'/ l~:ni ted 'liewpoint. Close 

i11 

deteched nsrr~t~r ~s =-nplic=-t from the be;innin; in t~e fre-



quent and rapid ~hanges in narrative focus and point of vie~,~ 

and his presence is felt in the cold) aloof tone of certain 

narrC', ti ve passages. It is in this way tho. t Lawrence effec-

tively mocks his alter-ego, Birkin, even while Birkin is 

moving tOl'rards his m:Jst Lm,rrentian theories. Birkin is the 

subject of his author's irony from the beginning. The des-

cription of him a t the ,,'redding in chapter one exemplifies 

this: 

He affected to be quite ordinary, perfectly 
and marvellously commonplace. And h.e did it 
so well, taking the tone of his surroundings, 
adjusting himself quickly to his interlocutor 
and his circumstances, that he achieved a 
verisimilitude of ordinary con~onplacene2s 
that usually propitiated h.is onlookers for the 
moment, disarmed them from attacking his sin
gleness. (l'lL) p. 22) . 

Birkin is often vehemently criticised by other characters. 

Gudrun holds fast to the opinion that she and Ursula exor?ss 

in the chapter "Moony": 

- •• -:he- slmpTy cannot- neaf-.
loud ~ , 
'Yes. He cries you d 01111. ' 

--- --- -- --

His own voice is so 

'He cries you down,' repeated Gndrun. './l.nd by 
mere force of violence. And of cour2e it i2 
hopeless. Nobody is convinced by violence. 
It mal·:.es talking to hie iI'lpGssible-- and 1iv:1-:1::; 
with him I should think would be more than im
posstb1e.' (TilL, p.297). 

Sirkin's jehavior in this particular scene does not rer~3p2 

warrant s~ch nn attack, but the critic~sm is supported ~y 

what the ~e~der sees of nirkin'~ be~avior Ln other contexts. 



1'1illll is ironic, for Birkin is guilty of just this himself. 

Lawrence is therefore criticising Birkin1s willfulness, and 

it is thus that VIe might refute Kate Millett's claim that 

Law-rence glorifies the male for possessing qualities 'v'lhich 

he denounces in the female. Lawrence abhors willfulness, 

both in males and females. It is also interesting to note 

that Birkin does acknowledge the truth in certain criticisms 

levelled against him. When Ursula criticises hiM: !~ou~~_ you 

are the Sunday school teacher-- You-- you preacher", we are 

told "The amount of truth tha t i.IJaS in th.is made him stiff 

and unheedin;; of her" (VlL, p.283). Though it may be true, 

therefore, that Birkin is a Lai-vrence-figure, it is important 

to be mvare that he is not jus t Lalvrence pontifica ting. Ka te 

Millett declares that Birkin's surface assertions are be-

trayed over and over by the obvio~s contradictions between 

preachment and practice. S This is surely the point Lawrence 

action, betHeen theory and practice. Millett stAtes that 

" , 6 Ursula accepts Birkin as her husband and leader', She 

suggests that their relationAhi~ is nn insulting version of 

the sleeping beauty myth and Goes on t.o lament Ur8ll1a's 

resignation from her teaching post and the fact that she a-

bandons rler aspira tiona of success in the "l:lan' s ~'Torld fl. In 

defence 0f Lawrence, however, we might say that thouSh ?tr-

roles :::\ re Y'eversed-- 'I'~T;'l is t[le "s leepin;; prince". 



true that Ursula resigns her job and aspirations, but Millett 

neglects to note that Birkin does the same thing. Of course 

Ursula does not accept Birkin as a superior male and act the 

submissive, uncritical inferior. Rather, she accepts Bir-

kin's i·Tisdom only with qualifications, and she remains skep-

tical of some of his tenets to the end. In certain scenes 

she seems to be less the student and more the teacher, and at 

times gives voice to Lawrence's beliefs just as much as Bir-

kin does. Indeed, the two of them, through the dialectic of 

their relationship, are testing out and exploring Lawrence's 

ideas. It is interesting to note that the novel in fact ends 

on a note of disagreement between them. 

I now propose to focus upon several scenes from Wo-

men in Love which are frequently seized upon as demonstrative 

of Lawrence's anti-feminist bias; I refer to the scene with 

Gerald and the horee, the 1I1'<11no II episode and the "Moony II 
---- --- --

- -cnapte-r-.- l1y premise -j:-s ~hilt 1:'-y paying close-i:iEtention to 

the text and particularly to the narratorial comments, it 

will become evident that the indictment of Lawrence's atti-

tude to women, as displayed in these scenes, is often mis-

placed. Kate Millett interprets the episode ]nrtraying Ge-

raId's treatment of the horse as evjdence that Gerald is an 

"unimagina tive fellm'! "Tho tries to control vwmen i'li th the 

,,10 nostrums of money and physical force." Birl\:in she sees 

,~s "-:; fa l' more SO:9hts tic8 red type ';'1ho employs psyc holoCic;ll 
'7 

Harf'~ 1'8. II f .She (.~oes on to say tha t Sirkin finds Gera Id 's 
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behavior "agreeable". Surely, however, the epi.sode is sym-

bolie and is intended to represent a trespass against life, 

rather than La~l[rence 's belief that the woman must be brought 

under rein. The scene reverberates through the novel in COD-

junction with other episodes as a misuse of power. Both the 

novel and Birkin reject Gerald's abuse of the horse. Birkin 

tells Ursula specifically tha t he agrees tha t the "l/Tille zur 

Hacht is a base and petty thing" (WL, p .167), and his behavior 

confirms. this. This scene is linked to the one ~lJhere Birkin 

proposes his theory of a relationsiip on a stellar plane. It 

is interesting to link this scene to Lawrence's sequence of 

poems Lool\. ~\Te Have Come Through).in which he analyses his re

lationship with Frieda. Certain of these poems such as "Song 

of a Man vJho is Not Loved ", "Mutilation" and "HLlmiliation" 

articulate the unhappiness Lawrence experienceS when he and 

Frieda are apart; his fear of losing her and his frustrated 
-- - --- - - -- --- --- -- --- -- -- ------ ----- -- -- --- ---- --11--------- -::11----- --- -- -----

recognition of his dependence upon her~ In Wedlock he 

pleads "No:uish me, and endure me, I am only of you/I am yOl1r 

i8sue",8 StLch unhealthy dependency 'jives rL:oe to feeliw~s 

of ar.',-bivn ]J?nce, ns is acknowledzed 5 n "Both 0ides of the 

another, fcelir3s 0f hatred are liable to 8rise. However, o~e 

of the firlA 1 :P0P InS of the C ollec t i0n, "Mani:'es tt) I~ S ll;?::::;es ts 
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somethin3 apart from herself. He calls for a new kind of 

conj:Jnction of two "pure, isolated, cnmplete" 9 OeJ_n~2. LavT-

rence's theories in this poem are echoed in Birkin's star-

eq'Jilibrium philosophy in ~Tomen in Love. As he lies liS icl\. 

a nd unmoved> in pure oppos i tion to eve rythinz; II Birkin cons i-

ders sex as a threat to his integrity ~ "< •• he wanted to be 

sin;-"?;le in himself, the woman single 1r:. herself" (VII-l, p.223). 

He longs to replace the IImerging, the clutching, the mingling 

of love II vli th a new kind of c onjunc t ion "whe re man had be ing 

and woman had being, two pure beings) each constituting the 

freedom of the other balancing each other like two poles of 

one force, like tVlO angels or two demons" (I'lL" p.221t). It 1s 

difficult, however, to envisage such a union for Birkin,who 

"wanted to be free, not under the compulsion of any need for 

unification. II He attributes hls dread of sex to what he con-

siders to be the universal trait of possessiveness: 

gu t- i t- g€-@m€-d- -tG-tl-i-m-, -W~'JffiEl.-A - wa-£--a-bwa-y-&£-o- - -
horrible and clutching, she had such a lust 
for possession, to own, to control, to be 
dominant. Everything must be referred back 
,to her, to \'Toman, the Grea t !'·10ther of every
thing, out of whom proceeded everything and 
to whom everything must finnIly be rendered 
uD' (WL, p.22~). 

tHllptt interprets the o.lterno.ttvp riirkin proposes-- Ilan 

stars balance each other ll (HL, :p.164), as lithe ctenial of per-

sonality in tOr? WOL'lan" .'lnci sees Ursil.la ;:1S posinr; "ciociL: 12a-

d' t·...·· II 10 .. In::,~ (pes ~.or:f: '.0 'j U''1 • 

'13ssiv<=;. \'lh1'1<? i: ts ~r'l~ th8t '~irkin re':ards the trfiditi::mal 
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concept of love as an instrument of female possessiveness, 

Ursula suspects that the alternative he advocates may simply 

be a cover for male domination. She is not impressed by Bir-

kin's idea of marriage when it is explained to her in abstract 

terms, and the practical example Birkin offers repulses her. 

As she challenges Birkin, she shows herself to be an alert 

and assertive young woman:-

'Oh, it makes me so cross, the assumption ~ 
male superiority! And it is such a lie! One 
wouldn't mind if there were any justification 
for it.' (VTL , p. 167) . 

Indeed, throughout the scene she undercuts Birkinls in ten-

sity and emerges as the more assured character: 

'You donlt trust yourself. You don't fully 
believe yourself what you are saying. You 
don't really want this conjunction, other
wise you wouldn't talk so much about it, 
you'd get it. I (TilL, p.170 ). 

Birkinls apparent approval of the bullying Mino would seem to 

justify Ursula IS insistence that the relationship he seeks 

resem~les not balanced stars but a planet and a satellite. we 

are aware, however, that, as is often the case, Birkin is 

overstating his beliefs. This can be attributed to his un-

stabl~ emotional situation3nd to the force of his doctrines. 

If we separate his doctrine from its overstated presentation, 

it does seem that his main point is to stress the importanre 

of conunitment. ~'le mi:-;ht also note an element nf self-:;::>arody 

in 3irkin' s deL~nce of Mina I sat tpr'lpt "to hrin:~ this fel:'a1:.; 
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to Ursula's attack "'lith "frustration and amusement and irri-

tation and admiration and love. II (TtiL, p.167). We ml.wt get 

the tone of the novel and its charact2rs right. It is in·-

teresting to note that in this seeming advocacy of masculine 

domination, Ursula is given the last \<Tord. In the light of 

this, it might be suggested that Lawrence has not fully syn-

thesised his conviction thDt masculine domination is ordained 

by natural law. Such a theory is easily threatened by the 

woman who does not find it natural to submit. It seems, how
f 

ever, that Lawrence is gradually moving towards the view ex-

pounded in la ter 'WOt:Ks such as The Plumed Serpent and lIThe 

Woman Who Hode Awayll, where women are the embodiment of all 

Lawrence hates in western civilisation, while men are cons1-

dered to be the salvi mundi. 

The novel now focuses upon Birkin as he goes through 

a learning process similar to the one experienced by Ursula 

the moon's reflection, he finally becomes self-critical enough 

to recognise some of the inconsistencies in his preaching: 

He thou;ht he had been wron~, perhaps. Per
haps he had been wrons to So to her with an 
idea of what he wanted. Was it really only 
an idea, or WAS it the interpretation of a 
profound yearning? If the latter, how was it 
he !"TaS ah18ys taH;:ins ahont the sensual f'11-

filment? Thr~ tiff() did not B:?;ree very \.'Iell. 
(HL, "[1.225). 

TIiE esoisrJ, like Gerald'~) ~):1S :lris~n froEl.a split :;et~'IPen 

other wuy t~ freed~~: 
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There was the paradisel entry into pure, 
single being, the individual soul taking 
precedence over love and desire for union, 
stronger than any pangs of emotion, a 
lovely state of free pro'lcl 3ingleness, 
which accepted the obligation of the per
manent comexion with others, and v!ith the 
other, submits to the yoke and leash of 
love, but never forfeits its own proud in
dividual singleness, even while it loves 
and yield~. (WL, p.287). 

This is reminiscent of Ursula's conclusion after her experience 

with the horses. Birkin recognises the need to relate his 

religious yearnings to the real world. In the light of this J 

it is surely wrong to conclude that Lawrence educated Ursula 

in The Rainbow merely to r:J.al~e her a fi t rna te for Birkin, as 

Millett suggests. Rather, I would suggest that it is Sirkin 

who has to be enlightened; for Ursula precedes him as a result 

of her rebirth at the end of The Rainbow. It is thus that 

we see Birkin undergoing a learning process very similar to 

the one experienced by Ursula . . .". 
W1L.neSS Birkin slowly re-

- - ------ ---

- --je-CtIDe;-his-pa-st,--j,lst as Urs'11a did. He repudiates his 

avant-.3arde London friends and then Hermione, !lDtil he becomes 

aware ()f a different road t,,) freedom as quoted above. It :Ls 

interestinc to note a correlAtion ~t this point between Geor~e 

Eliot and Lawrence. Just as G2')r~e Eliot Doves her focus fr8~ 

Dorot:lea to Lyd 33 te, so Lawrence ~a s pro,c;ress ed froITl Ul'S i~la 

to 3irkin. We might also correlate the fact that Ursuln, like 

:Jorot~eR, rt:bels3:2:ainst limitnt:inns ' . ..,hich are oppressive 

"S3 it., I' c~ n c e I 8 t e c h n i n 1J e ;J r d t hAt ') f Ge 0 r i3 eEl i 0 t. 'tJ nil e t '1 e L':1:: -
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ter maintains a balance between the plight of women and me~ 

in Middlemarch, Lawrence appears to UDset the 
.C 

bala nce in 

Women in Love by becoming more involved wlth the situatlon !;f 

the male, to the extent in fact that the novel mi~ht well ~ave 

been retitled Men in Love. H8wever, it cO'Jld also be arS'lee1 

that Lawrence is merely restoring the balance after The Rain-

bail.]', where there l'ias sreater concentration Ilpon women charac-

ters and uncomplimentary characterisation of male characters, 

such as Will 3rangwen and Skrebensky. Nevertheless, it is 

difficult to overCOMe the impression that the Ursula we meet 

in Women in Love is a less introspective, less intellectual, 

indeed, less intriguing heroine than the Ursula of The Rain-

bmv. 

Both TJrs'J.la and '3irl\:in move tm<!ards a clr::arer c·::mcep-

tion of how they can achieve the IIri.:';htll relationship in the 

chapter enti.tled IIIv1oony". i\c~ain, this is a chapter which 

feminist bias. The: ch,'lpter spens with Ursul::: "hard aWl 111-

different, j_solated in herself" RS she l'ras in 'rhe Rainhow. (R~ 

moon, 3ir!:in :L0 stonin.,,: :lD 2.m8(~~ of Ursula '8 id~ntity~ t::.'3t 

he is attacking her possessivenps~. 

r; ·].:1l~ ~ .': . 
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a model of the fl'lid, indefinitely oLltlineri self Ursula nmst 

attain, of an inriividuality open t6 connection. ll Both Ur-

sula and Birkin appear to recognise the si~nificance of the 

stoning, for t~ey now renew their search to achieve a success-

ful relationship. 

It is in the chapter entitled "Exc1)rse II tha t Ursula 

and Birk5_n attaj_n cons1.J.mmation. Th<?ir rebirth tal<.:es place at 

the inn. Though the scene features a sort of phallicism when 

Ursula kneels at Birkin!s feet it should not be considered as 

proof that slle is bovling to male sttpremacy; rather, \·'1e sholJld 

recognise that in this scene and t~ one that follows, in the 

wood, Ursula and Birkin are ridding themselves of all self-

conscious inhibitions-- only by searching out the seat of 

shame -' "a t the back and base of the lQins ", can they finally 

find that "deepest life-force, tile darkest, deepest, stran-

gest life-souTce of the human body" and 1<,:nov1 "the palpable 

fulfill the other IS dream; he as one of "th.ose Sons of God II 

Ursula deslres in The Rainbow, and she as " a flower lL:ninous-

ness II (vTL, p. 352) emi t tio:3 the golden li2.;h t "lir!<.in 10:1;s for 

in the mnon 8 c:ene when he as ~s Ur31113 for Iitha t :sold2n .Ugh t 

which is you" (TtTL, 9.281)-- ch8nc;e, ·Ln other v-lOrns~ fr0m th·? 

-':ioo. 

.~r;"'_ 
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"pure 8.nd silvery" sUGgest the moon imaGe .<1nO signify Urf'u-

la's separateness of self, but a s~lf without the perverse 

energ~T of 1,,111. 

I{hat accotmts for the successful reconstitution of 

self achieved by Birkin and Ursula? Ursula perhaps answers 

the question for us in her conversation with aU.drun near the 

end of the novel. She and Birkin have decided to ~ove on to 

Italy. Gudrun interprets this as Ursula's decision to drop 

out of nodern society, and arGues that Ursula should realise 

tha t "'the only thing to do with the 1'forld is to see it 

through' II (~'TL, P .ll·93). Ursula replies that If, One can see it 

through in one's soul, long enough before it sees itself 

through in actuality. And then, when one has seen one's soul, 

one is s omethine; else!' II In other IAlords., 'tIe c3.n fores tall dis-

integration by living it through imaginatively, by absorbing 

it into consciousness and curing it through understandin8. 

all thinGs after her psychic encounter with the horses. Gud-

run, em the other hand .. has to live through 1n actuali ty "the 

rock bnttom of all li.fe" (HL, p.lI80) that she finds in Loerte. 

Imagination is th~ s8.v~n: power. nudrun r~jects this) sayin3: 

If 'You C8.D't 3udrJPDly fly off onto Cl ne\'T planet, becau8c~ you 

think y:)u C.'1n see tn the end of this'" CHL, p.1193). Ursu18 's 

response j.s thnt if'One '18.S a sort r',p other self, that ;jeJ/'DCs 

tn n n2W ]lanet, ~~~ tn this. It 

~G by attninin: tht~ 
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the impulses of their inncrmos t Qeinr~, tha t Ursula and BirkJn 

have ach.ieved some degree of satisfaction in thelr relation-

ship. Ursula has not escaped Gudrun's fate by submission to 

Birkin, as Kate Millett suggests, but rather, by finding with 

Birkin "this star-equilibrium which alone is freedom ..• She 

was next to him and hung in a pure rest, as a star is hung, 

balanced unthinkably" (\\fL, p.360). They appear to have 

ach~eved a balance: "She was to hlm i'lha t he was to her, the 

immemorial magnificence of mystic, palpable, real otherness lr 

(tVL, p.361). It must be admitted, however, that despite the 

optimism implied in the outcome of th:: Ursula-Birkin rela ticn-

ship, there is something unsatisfactory about the conclusion 

of the novel, and particularly Birkin's announcement that he 

cannot be truly happy without an additional relationship with 

a man. Ka te Millett decides tha t the re is a double s tanda rd 

at work in the novel: 

.. - -.-;' .The-"'ilTe--isa~lTo1tlQa-noofher- cHstrac Eions~ 
either hetero- or homosexual, while the male 
ego is permitted to enjoy himself in both 
these directions. Whi~e deploring marital 
infidelity, Lawrence did not consider love 
between males adulter,)!Js. 

The old rivalry of wife and rrJjs tress 
might have been trDl1Gf')rmed under feminist 
pressures intn an entente, and L.:\':1rence has 
a bitter dread of female alliances of any 
kind. The most feasible explanation of his 
ha tred for female hcmosf'xuali ty or even 
friendship seems to be political distrust. 
Again there is a double standard, for ma}J~ 
h')mosex'_wli ty A.nd frii?nds hip are one of til,:, 
3reat int~rests of Lawrence's li!e. Femgl~s 
3re :litted 3~-j3.inst r:aci1 :yttlC?r. e _ IIerY!1:LoY1(-~, 

3irkjn'2· ?;-;rr!~r mi2tres3~ 3nd lJr~ula~ ~lis 

n~w ~ne: 2~e ?r~vented f~0~ ~~~reing ~ny dHn
.~err;:l:-: :'le'f·~-!~11c: ~ 11 ~~:!C(~f: c:;.' i/!h~ t IJ"~\J:re-11cc 
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rather hopefully assures us it the natnral 
repugnance of ( .. wmen tONCl I'd each other. 12 

The observation about the lack of rapport between fe-

male characters in the novel is legitimate. In The Ra inbm·[ 

we noted Lawrence's sensitive understanding of female a111-

ances; but in Homen in Love all such f:cienciships appeal' to be 

denied. Gudrun and Ursula part and Hermione !Jnd Ursula drav-[ 

together only in their battle against Birkin. We might well 

ask, however.; t'lha t evidence exis ts in the text for Ka te Mil-

lett IS ccmtenti'")l1 that lithe male ego is permitted to en,joy 

himse If II in both het·2ro- and homosexua I rela tionships. Als o~ 

surely homosexuality ano friendshlp are not necessar2-ly to be 

equated, as rHllett implies. Nevertheless: ~t is difficult 

not to assume that the relationship :Sirkin lon~s f")1' with 

Gereld 1'loulrl be a hor:lOsexual one. 

when ~~ su~gests that Lawrence does not face IIp tb the homo-

siems of the f1'."8 t ~h:J.pte l' of the nove]. i.nd iC3 te tlOl'e ~pen 

acknowled~ement of h.omosexnal feeliI!.gs. It is not necessary 

to p~rsue th2-~ 1uestioDJ howev~r. ~hether t~e ad~iti~n31 re-

lRration he marle early in the l10vpl th~t ~n the absenc~ nf 

mo 
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of ultimate marriage-- and t h.pre ]".<::0 t t. an"thl" n rr else" (FT ,,- ~- ~ ... C) ,fV!...J, 

p.6 l l). B;)7I the end of the novel Birkin believes that he can 

only be happy vlit.h a supplementary nnion 'tvith Gerald. The 

reasoning behind this would appear to be that Geraldts friend-

ship TfTOlllct protect 31rkin :frC)ill fI,3.bsorption tt by Ursula ~ E3u.ch 

an impression is derived from the fact that in the final page 

of the novel our thoughts 3re ret~.lrned to the "Gladitorial" 

scene in which, intentionally or other\'rise, Lawrence suggests 

a connection betwee~ Ursulats possessiveness and Birkints 

desire for a Masculine communion, by the j~lxtapositlon of his 

account of Ursulats determination to "quaff" Birkin lito t~e 

dregs" vrith the opening of "Gladitorial", the chapter I'rhich 

deplcts Birkin's closest approach to the union he longs for 

with Gerald. The novel ends with Bir~in suggesting that 

marriaee to Ursula is tQ some 2xtent a cOElpr0miE'e: 

I Hav:Ln.',?; you, I can li.ve R 11 ill;:' life with Oll t 
anybody else, any otl1er sheer int:tm§9Y---, ___ Pll .. L 

- -----t o-mcrke- -1-e- C omIfl-=-e tp ,-real1-v--Fl.':'c nnv, I \'Ta n ted 
• V..L. L .... 

eternal union with a man too: another kind of 
love. I (~\fL, p. 5)-\-1) • 

After Women in ~ove Lawrence becomes ~ore pessimistic Rbout 

the typ~ of existence Rirkin accepts. 

man and chil~ t~e sr~3t centre nf It~e And of live signifi-
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Homen In Love -' is,) for the mas t part -' s uffic iently J;r,c}Yna.:b~c. 

for his personal bias not to pose any sienif~cant problem. I 

vwUld suggest that in general hls Nomen characters, particu-

larly in The Rainbow, show greater certainty of self thqn do 

the male characters, several of liIhom often appear inadequate 

and pathetj.c. Kate Millett is mistaken j.n assuming that 

Lm'lrence t S r.1essage is an unequivocal proclama tion of male su-

premacy. This is not to say tha. t Lawrence is unconcerned 

about the male principle; it was a problem which occupied him 

throughout his life, but the message which evolves from The 

Rainbow and Women in Love is surely not the one Millett de-

rives ~ . 

... the world will only be put to right when 
the male reassumes his mastery over the female 
in that total psychologic~and sensual domi
nation which alone can offer her the "fulfill
ment" of her nature. 15 

I would suggest that Kate Millett's definition of 

-~ 101. t-i-on-d-i-f f'--e r--8- Fad-i--ea-±~f FBm---t-l~-a-t--eB¥ i-s-i--en-e---G-ey --£-aw-:r-e-ne-e, 

and in recognising this it becomes apparent \Alhy Millett finds 

Lawrence's worl<::s ins ul ting; to i'lOmen. Millet t defines libera-

tion for VTonen as a :.t.'e-distributio:n of cultural spoils! wO!nen 

should have n fair sh3re of opportunity and success. She de-

fines culture as essentially masculine. For her the aim of 

L',,::,volu tir)n is to open up neN '1 reas of experience for \V0P.18n. 

Thus, Millett is r:J.oved to decl~rc that Ursula'S failur~ and 

suffer~n~ 4 n teac~inJ are th2 result nf Lawrence's ridic~l~ 

of ~is ~r~t~~on~st's attempts to m?ke her N'ly in the I~an'~ 
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vvorld " . In short, Nillett believes, 3.S did some feminist 

critics of Niddlemarch, tho. t if an author neglec ts to bes tovT 

success or identity upon his female characters, then he is 

insulting them. It is my contention, however, that LavTrence 

is concerned with advocating a very different form of revolu-

tiona For Lawrence, cultural spoils are meaninglesso What 

he calls for is a revolution in consciousness: only by curing 

the sickness in our souls can we cure the sickness in society. 

Modern society assumes that truth is yielded by mental/ration-

al perception. Lawrence, on the other hand, seeks the truth 

in our intuitive, irrational, sensual perceptions. Millett 

is right; Lavrrence does find the modern intellectual 1;wman 

corrupt, but he is equally cr~tica1 of the modern intellectual 

man. The way out, according to Lawrence, is to nurture what 

Alan Friedmann refers to as the 16 "underself ", . ',',hie [1 invc1 ves 

rejectin:::; security and self-}!r(ltectio!l and abov(= all the LEge 

move to "the siJ1 of the 'lD)\.D0WD". 

My j_ndiv~J:1ual:L0m -~_s re'111y 8.11 111usinl'.. r 
~m part 0f the ;reat ~~oleJ nnd can never 
nSC3D":. U,l_~t I can r'\eny r:1y C':11nectjons, ",8-
pe~ ~_.:'l lJ_~! t!lflse re 1a t",d to :-:1.0ne~T, ::H'-(~ rp
est3~liG~ the 1ivin~ -'r3~nic C0nnect i .ons, 
\'l~_th t:h", (~osmC's. triP s'm And ",art.h. T'lith 
'!anki[1('l:'1rl r19tion nnd famil~.r.~7 -
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between sex and class, of the relationship between man and 

his universe. Bearing this in mind I would tharefore sug3est 

a different reading of Lawrence's novels. 

I suggested earlier that Kate Millett tips the balance 

ta make Lawrence's work accomodate her own idblogy. Lawrence 
1\ 

has been criticised from many different standpoints, but no 

art can ever yield its filII meaning ;J.nless jus tice is done to 

tll.e vvay in Nhich tlY-artist reflects the complexities of his 

culture, irrespective af any ideological positlons which can 

be extrapola ted from his II/ark. Ka te Millett tends to ignore 

the s odt.a 1 milieu of Lawrence IS nrwels, 
/ 

a ,'3;rave error, for 

Lawrence's work j.s, above all, concerned with attaining satis-

faction as an individual in industrial society_ 

Lm'rrence's nove13 reveal rela tionships th.roue;h descrip-

tions of conflict and tension. The conflict is linked direct-

ly to the increased urbanisation and industrialisation of 

inherent differenee between the sexes tha t ma!\.es it impossible 

f0Y' man and W0man to live in peace. This is explic:it in the 

stable reln tionships, while ti-;0- urbDnised c;ener8 tions of the 

family have more difficulty in achievin~ a balance. Indeed, 

many of the oroblems encountered by Lawrence's characters c~n 

ulti.."'1la tely be tr2('.ed to social nnd economic influences. 
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of the co111ers. Lawrence never for?ets them: 
-....J '-" he lived 

through thelr years of crisls
18 

during the late 1800 1s, and 

th.e issues .3nd imagery associated with the mine reverberate 

throughout his fiction and are the core of his oeuvre. At 

the beginning of lilomen in Love Lmvrence moves from his d is-

cuss ion of the chasm which Ursula and Gudrun feel confronts 

them, to focus upon the mines. As the book evolves, the col-

lieries become the major symbol for a dead or dying civili-

sation, an example of how vitality and in:t:Lmacy have been re-

placed by mechanism. That Lawrence is making a correlation 

betvreen the socio-economic and human relationsl1ips is evident 

from the fact that his focus frequently- s~'Tit:Ches from the 

study of a character's traits or behaviour to the situati6n 

of the miner and the collieries. This is to be noted in The 

Hainbow .imrnedia tely after the breakdmln of the Ursula/~'Tinifred 

re la tionship . VIe are told thA t the "real mis tress II of Tom 

ning town where the miners h3ve only the identity given to 

tllem by their economic fm1ct~C'n. The ,'['Jrkers !1aV'2 108 t their 
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colliery, to the great machine which has taken us all cap-

tive" (R, P.350). Thus, in this sect:i_on of the novel, Lai'f-

rence is surely drawing a parallel betl'Teen the quality of per-

sonal rela tionships and tha t of the social milieu, ra ther 

than being guilty of anti-feminist bias. His interest lies 

in homosexual relationships llJithin industrial society rather 

than with homosexuality per se. 

This pattern is repeated throughout The Rainbow and 

\\lomen in Love. He see it in the link made between personal 

experience and the social world after Ursula IS enco11nter \'lith 

the horses vlhen sbe su.ddenly becomes aVTare of the miners 

IIburned alive If, and 2_ga:Ln Vlhen sh2 sees the vlsion of the 

rainbolv (R, pp .1-1-90 & 495). Si~ilarly, after the scene depic-

ting Gerald's treatment of the horse, Lawrence focuses upon 

two miners, and we cannot avoid draNin3 parallels b~t~~en 

then and Gf?rahl (\'JL~ pp.128- 2 9) , Gerald's destruction is 

ner:-der1j the nachines run themselves-- his ~'Til1 has played it.-

These ~(epresent cnly ::1 f8'.'T of nlunerous instances 

2..11 n·...,-.,., QY" 
,~ ~_'._.1.. 
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proach to Lawrence's work, I am not suggesting that this 

should be the definitive method of criticising The Rainbow 

and vlomen in Love. Indeed, I suggested earlier that it is 

important to be alert to the narrative technique adopted by 

an author in order to be aware of the T.,,:ray in which our res

ponses are directed. Again, I believe that Kate Millett's 

approach ignores such matters, and she therefore fails to 

recognise that LaNrence is reluctant to endorse anything his 

characters say. LawTence's texts lend themselves to many 

different critical approaches; psychoanalytical, linguistic, 

structuralist, sociological, and no one of these approaches 

can be exhaus ti ve in itself. It is impera ti ve to be avmre of 

the interconnected determinants in LaHrence's \'fork, to be as 

alert to as many different possibilities of interpretation as 

possible. Kate Millett's approach to literature is as parti

saD as LaNrence' s depicti.on of life is multifarious. In igno-

m_ ring-th-is -mul:t--if--a-rio-tt~ness,- 1vttJ::te-t-t--s-eTlonSry- Jeoparcrises -"[fl.e 

quality of her understanding. 



Epilogue 

What, :Ln Sl1XilYflary, 8re the l:i.r:dtations of the criticj_s:n. 

practised by s~ch critics as KAte Millett? Is it possibl~ tc 

suggest vrays in l'Ihich a feminist ideology might be applied to 

the works of Eliot and Lawrence without ultimately denizratin~ 

the power of their works? 

I \\[ould stJ.ggest that just as Kate Millett believes 

tha t the; theory expounded by Virginia ~foolf waf: in advance 

of her practice, in her novels: so Millett's practice of lite-

rary critici_sm is in advance 'Jf any comprehensively defineCl 

feminist aesthetic. Evidently, as feminists, such critics as 

Millett and Edwards will bring to their readings the attitudes 

and ideology of a raised female consciousness. The feminist 

critic must be wary, however, of usins literary materials to 

make a specific political point if, in doing so, she finds 

herself re-writjns the text or i~noring aspects of the plot 

or charaterisation, or over-sirrplifyinc; the actual to fit t:1e 

:9olitical thesis. Because Kate f··Ellett's commitnent to 11-

terary criticism is one-sided nnd because her scholarship is 

directed t0ward interested ends, she is often guilty of wri-

tins ]olemic rath?r than liter~ry criticism. 

T would sU~Gest that one of the :9rinciple f~aws o~ 

~illett'~ ~~]r0ach to liter~ture is her inability to prrrel~te 

n::.st is ole ted 

l22 
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and polemical perspective, feminists must integrate their 

insights into a broader analysis. They must confront the 

larger political, historical and aesthetic questions in a more 

systematic way. 

Perhaps the most difficult task before the feminist 

cri tic is tha t of findj.ng a way of talking about and apprai-

sing the 'Norks of authors whose attitndes towards women or 

espo~sal of conventions do not uarallel her own expectations. 

Disappointing though it may be, art and politics may not al-

vfaYs c 0- inc ide in the ways Y.re vlOuld like. Feminis t c ri tics 

vfould do well to remember~ in their considera tion of works 

whose resolution of conflicts they find distasteful, that 

anachronistic readings of texts should be avoided, for, as 

Richard Hoggart poi~ts out: 

Literature is a bearer of the m20nings within 
a culture. It helps to re-create what it felt 
like to bel:ieve those things, to assume the 
experience demanded and carried those kind of 

----~---- -vaJ:ue~.- - Tt- -drama tisesnovr-it feels - on the------
pulses to live out those kind ~f values and, 
in particular, what stresses [ll1d tensions come 
from that livj.ng out.-

I ;'JOuld -' finally; 81JG:];es t tha t both Eliot and Lavrrence are 

concerneri, in their novels, ,vith the foctors which engender 

liberCltlonist imptJ.lscs rCtther than \,rith the reconcili3.tion of 

thesp impulses. Th~ir novels scrutinise, with a Breat jeal 

of ins l.:;ht, the c :-::nd i tiC'll! of ind:i vic1uCl1 ::1e1' and vJOmen s d) .jec-
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Note on Epilogue 

1. Richard Hoggart, as quoted in University of Birmingham 
exanination paper, first year B.A. Honours English 
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March 197L~. 
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